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Dexter Gordon' s tenor sax: style
The first musical foundation, learning theory.
Dexter Gordon about Lloyd Reese: "He plays
trumpet - all brasses - piano, sax. A lot of people
out mere studied with him. I got a musical integrity from him that has been invaluable to me." l O

When Dexter joined The Lionel Hampton Big Band in 1940 he was still
attending )efferson High School in Los Angeles. For a young boy, only 17 years of
age, to be joining the band of one of the most exposed and popular musicians of that
time, Dexter certainly must have had solid instrumental skilIs and knowledge of elementary theory already at that time.
He had started out at the age of 13 on darinet. The darinet, being a difficult
instrument to master, was - and is - generally regarded as a good place to start for
laying down a good technical foundation for saxophone players. The father, who was
a doctor with dose connections to the jazz community, was undoubtly responsibIe for
supplying Dexter with one of the best teachers in the L.A. area at the time, John
Sturdevant from New arleans, who gave the young boy a solid embouchure and tone
control:
"He was one of the local guys in L.A. and a vety nice cat who had that big fat
clarinet sound like Bigard's. I remember asking him about that which knocked
him out. I said "How ya get mat sound, man?" Il

When shifting to alto sax at the age of 15, and tenor at 17, the young Dexter
would probably already have overcome the most elementary technical obstacles, by the
time he started imitating his main teenage idol, Lester Young.
The most prominent and influential teacher, who was to provide Dexter with
the best possibIe all-round musical foundation, was no doubt Uoyd Reese, whose
teaching would also have a lasting influence on musicians like Charles Mingus,
Buddy Collette and Eric Dolphy.
"Lloyd Reese and his wife, a classical pianist, had a conservatoty on McKinley
Avenue in Los Angeles. He was considered the greatest all-around teaeher and a
fine instrumentalist himself." 12

Reese was a saxophonist and trumpetist, who had been playing with Les Hite's
Band. He was frequently offered jobs with known and established bands, but he preferred to stay in Los Angeles to teach at his own conservatory. All Reese's students
were taught piano concurrently with their own instrument for better understanding
of mus ic theory. Reese taught his students harmony by the system of Roman numerals, which enabled them to understand how specific chord progressions hmctioned in
different keys. an Sunday momings he would have a rehearsal band for his students,
giving them a chance to leam some of the discipline required for playing in larger
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groups. But Reese' sinfluence stretched far beyond the instrumental teaching and
awareness of theory, in the words of Buddy Collette:
"The ones who went to Uoyd Reese all did very well, because they could go
anywhere. It wasn't just that they could play the instrument well. They had to be
able to meet with people, conduct themselves properly. They knew how to make
time. They were concerned about the whole orchestra. It wasn't just "Well, I
played mine" but "Yeah, guys, could we all get an A? Could we all tune up again?
Could we all maybe play a little easier?" That was a Uoyd Reese-type student.
Everybody had to play piano. Most of us could write, most could conduct. You
were getting all that other knowledge. He was opening our minds.
He also had a workshop or rehearsal band once a week. All of his students were
in it. It was not so much how much you played, it was how you played it. And we
were aware of it. He was into reality and calling it like it is. And when you do that,
you can really get it. This guy was preparing you to be a giant. " 13

Another influential teacher was Sam Brown (nicknamed 'Count'), who
conducted the school bands at Jefferson High. In this school swing band Dexter
played stock arrangements of Benny Goodman and Count Basie together with other
youngsters such as Chico Hamilton, Jackie Kelso, Vi Redd, Frank Morgan, Ernie
Royal and Melba Liston.
When Dexter came to New York in the mid-forties after having played with
Lionel Hampton and Billy Eckstine, he was confronted with the evolving bebop
movement. Given his solid theoretic foundation aIready as a teenager he was ready to
cope with the new musical language of Bird, Dizzy and the rest:
"I came to New York at the exactly the right time, when the music changed ftom
swing to bop. I remember that some of the older musicians were rather indignant
because we played in a new fashion, used new chords and so on. Fonunately I had
studied theo ry and harmony, I had some knowledge of musical theo ry, which
enabled me to grasp what was going on. I have always had a keen interest in harmony, ifI hadn't been so lazy I might have been a reasonable good arranger." 14

Allready on Dexter's first recordings as a leader dating from 1945-47 15 he reveals this superior mastery of harmoni c theory in his improvised melody lines and in
his own compositions, which will be illustrated later on.
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Learning the language and telling a story.
"Listen to that, Francis! The swing bands used to
be all straight tonics, seventh chords; and then
with the Basie band I heard Lester Young, and he
sounded like he came out of the blue, because he
was playing all the coloured tones, the 6th, the 9th
and major 7th, - you know - like Debussy and
Rave!. Then Charlie Parker came on, and he began
to expand, and he went into lIths, 13ths and flatted 5ths. Luckily I was going in the same direction
aiready.
You just don' t go out and pick a style off a
tree, the tree is inside you, growing naturally. " 16

Like many other tenor saxophonists who emerged in the late thirties and early
forties Dexter was highly influenced by the playing of Lester Young with the Count
Basie Orchestra. Young' s playing struck a deep resonance in the young Gordon:
"But then I got my first Basie record and that was it. I feel in love with that band Lester, Herschel Evans, the whole band. Duke was just fantastic, but the Basie
band really hi t me." 17
"When Basie and Young came to Los Angeles in 1939, Dexrer ditched school to
hear the opening 11 a.m. show. More than thirty years later, Gordon recalled:
"They opened with 'Clap Hands Here Comes Charlie,' and Lester Young came
out soloing - and he was fantastic. I really loved the man. He was melodic, rhythmie, had that binersweet approach ... .It felt so good to hear him play." 18. In justification of the day's truancy, Gordon explained: "Prez was like going to school for
us. 19
ti

Indeed Prez was like going to school, Prez was the schoolmaster who set the
standard for the language, vocabulary, syntax and phrasing on the instrument for
Dexter as well as a whole new generation of young saxofonists in the late forties.
When listening to Dexter' s first recordings as a sidernan and his first as a leader
one detects an instantly recognizable influence on Dexter's phrasing and his whole
melodic approach from the playing of Lester Young. The language of Prez included a
predilection for those chordal notes, which Dexter in later interviews would refer to
as colored tones:
"In the 30' s, cats were playing harmonically, basically straight tonic chords and
7th chords. Lester was the first one Iheard that played 6th chords. He was playing
the 6th and the 9th. He streched it a litde by using the same color tones used by
Debussy and Ravel, those real soft tones. Lester was doing all that." 20

For many years to com e Dexter would put particular emphasis on those c%red
tones in his improvisations and his compositions, which will be ilustrated later on.
Another feature of Dexter' s playing, the carefully calculated use af vibrato as an
effect and thereby creating a terrific sence of swing, also came out of Prez' playing.
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Other specific fingerprims of Prez' style, which has been an imegral part of
Dexter's playing right from the early beginnings, were the use of false fingering on
the concert Bb for one note riffs, deep honks at the bottom notes of the saxophone
and the use of personal formulas 21, rifflike figures, which was of vital importance both
to the playing of Lester Young and the Basie style of the thirties and forties:
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Lester Young's opening staternem in Shoeshine Boy 22 is one of Prez' typical
formulas. This melody line was later to become model for Dexter's own composition,
Dexter Digs In 23, and Dexter frequently applied this lick in his own improvisations
(listen to the final chorus of Bloowing for Dootsie 24 or Dexter's solo on Ain 't
Misbehavin' with Louis Armstrong and his Orchestra 25. Indeed many of Dexter's
compositions from 1945-55 were based on Lester Young formulas such as this one.
The single most importam aspect of Prez' playing - which also had a vital impact on the young Dexter Gordon - is perhaps what might be called the syntax of improvisation, the way Prez connected his melodic phrases in a way that made sense:
(!1

"When Lester came out he played very me1odic. Everything he played you could
sing. He was always telling a story and Bird did the same thing. That kind of musical philosophy is what I try to do because telling a story is, I think, where it' s at." 26

Lester Young's solo in Lester Leaps In.
The folIowing analysis of Lester Young's solo in Lester Leaps In 27 will serve as
an illustration of Youngs innovative storycelling style, which was later to have a vital
impact on the early Dexter Gordon.
The theme of Lester Leaps In is based on Rhythm-changes, vamps in the A-sections and with an improvised bridge over a cirde of fifths. Young more or less disregards the chord changes in the A-sections and plays around the Bb 6-chord. This transcription comains Young's first two solo choruses, omitting his later chase with Basie.
As a fine storyceller Young is in possession of an unmistakable voice, a personal
sound on the instrument and with emphasis on the melodi c aspect of improvisation,
making use of many characteristically licks or formulas and his predilection for the
colored notes of the chords.
Young's eminem musical syntax is evidem in the way he constructs his sololines, alternating between shorter statements and longer melody-lines, all connected
imo a whole by the developmem of shared motivic material.
The overall rhetorical plan of the solo is well thought out. In the first chorus he
starts out graduaIly, stating the main ideas for the solo. He then gives each 8-bar section its own profile, graduaIly building up the intensity, dimaxing with the riffs of
A3 and setding down again for the second chorus. In the first two sections of the second chorus Young pushed towards a greater imensity with more dense and intricate
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melody-lines, loosening up a bit on the bridge, and again making a riff-climax in the
last eight bars and finally returning to the theme. Trulya perfectly executed story.
Al.
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Al: A simple motivic statement referring back to the theme is exposed and lefr open [ms. 1-2] with a
long pause, followed by a descending line with aYoung characteristica, the 6th and 9th of the Bb_
chord, leading into another statement based upon a well known Young formula [x in ms. 5], which is
repeated and varied; the first eight bars ends with a pause, where Basie' s littie piano figure inspires
Young to:
A2: a new riff-like statement (another well known Young formula), which goes into a long descending melody line, wrapped up with the x-formula; afrer a pause this section is concluded with another
descending line (again emphazising the 6th and 9th); last note leading directly into:

I
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B: new statement (A-E) landing on the 9th of the D7-chord, which -afrer pause- is expanded into a
longer phrase [2-4], then transposed (G-D) to the C7 chord, repeated afrer another pause, and the
bridge is concluded with a descending phrase of which the last two notes becomes the starting point
for:
A3: a new short riff an the 6th and 9th of the Bb 6-chord, repeated and varied twice, going into the
x-formula, last notes repeated, and afrer a short pause this first chorus is concluded with a short
theme statement.
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Al: In duet with Basie, Young is building up tension again with a polymetric and chromatic riff-like
figure, which is expanded and varied (1-4); a short pause is followed by a long descending wave-like
phrase, applying a couple of well known y oung formulas.
A2: Over the rhythm sections stops Young plays a short descending line (l-2), previously heard in A2
(7-8) and B (7-8), again involving the 6th and 9th og the Bb-chord, the line is repeated and expanded into a 6 bar phrase, which is build on a long ascending chromatic outline (D-Eb-E-F-F#-G) and
concluded with the x-formula.
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B: With the rhythm section back in 4/4-time Young's playing in this bridge is loose and relaxed with
two separate melody lines based on the circle of fifths (1-3 and 4-7),
A3: back to stop time, a well known Young idiom, the one-note riff using the false fingering on the
concert Bb (1-2), repeated and expanded with a theme statement, the second chorus being concluded with a long descending line, the x-formula of course having the final word.
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Lester Young's emphasis on the necessity of knowing the lyrics to a song from
the standard repertoire in order to play it right, serves as another illustration of how to
apply a song-like approach to the aet of improvisation, which will make musical statements assemble into a coherent whole. This was another lesson which Dexter learned
from Lester Young
Malone: Dexter, you have always, ever since I've been listening to you sprinkled or
began a melody, if it' s a ballad, with reciting the lyries to that ballad. Co uld you
tell me why you do that?
Dexter:Well, yes. You know, it's something I learned from Lester Young, that in
knowing the lyries to a ballad, to a eomposition, to a song, in playing it you're inside of the tune, and if you don't know the lyries (... ) you're missing something.
(... ) So I learned that lesson early on, and I still apply that. 28

The whole idea of being 'inside the tune' is to enable the musician to phrase the
melody in accordance with the lyrics and provide the melody with an overall expression, which is related to the content of the lyrics. In this way the rendering of the
tune will be authentic and "make sense" in the same way, as for instance, the singing
of a Billie Holiday.

Finding your voice.
"...And there' s a jazz sound. y ou ean' t describe it
- reeognize it, feel it, yes. No, not everyobody ean
get that sound. The sound has to do with what
you hear. What you hear in your mind, in your
ear. And that has to do with what you're brought
up with, many things, the tradition, and what you
yourself as an individual hear. It's your voiee. It's
. ..... " 29
your spe aki ng votce

While there seems to be no doubt about his debt to Lester Young concerning
the musical vocabulary, Dexter's personal sound on the tenorsax was in no way derived
from his idol. From the earliest known recordings Dexter has always spoken with a
bigger and fuller sound, which seemed to owe more to Young' s antagonists, Coleman
Hawkins or Ben Webster. For Dexter himself though - as indeed for all great jazzmusicians - the personal sound is first of all something which is achieved by what you hear
in your mind, combined with your own personal taste and musical influences on your
early musical training in general.
Dexter's concept of sound might have been moulded by his early teaeher, New
Orleans clarinettist John Sturdevant, but ir was most likely heavily influenced by his
innumerable encounters with fellow tenor players during his early career. Playing
with the Lionel Hampton Big Band from December 1940 untill early 1943 Dexter
was featured with Illinois Jacquet in a duel on Porkchops, and Jacquet - being a robust
Texas tenorsax - of course had a big and hourse sound.
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"And, yeah, I learned a lot of shit from Jacquet too. He was also young, a fi:w years
older than me, but he was aiready playing, aIready a soloist, with his shit together.
A lot of people don't seem to understand that Jacquet's a heil of a tenor player. We
used to sit next to each other which was great and we used to do a two-tenor number called Porkchops. It wasn't extensive, you know, but we played a few choruses
together.
Interviewer: Did you and Illinois ever sit down together and play or talk about imptovisation?
Gordon: Constantly. Everyday, man. On the bus, off the bus, in the hotel, on the
stand. We talked about what we wanted to do, who we liked. And he showed me a
loe of shit like altissimo fingerings, playing over the high F." 30

Jacquet also claims having had an major influence on Dexter' s tenor sound
when the rwo of them at one time tried out each other mouthpieces and both, satisfied with the outcome, decided to make the swap permanent. Jacquet's successor in
the band, Arnett Cobb, another a robust Texas tenorsax, most likely had a continuous
influence on the young Gordon.
The leader of Hampton's sax-section was Marshall Royal, who never hesitated
to correct and mould his young protege:
"It was really my school. I learned so much. Marshall (Royal) stayed on my ass all
the time. He' d say, "Hold that note down, hold that note down." It was something else, you know, because we were holding phases of four, five, six bars and
breathing in specific places together. Marshall forced me to learn about crescendo,
decrescendo, piano, forte and all those things I didn't know anything about when
I was in high school. (... ) I used to get so mad because it seemed like it would
never be right, but later I told him thanks a mil. He taught me so much.
Unbelievable." 31

Playing with alongside Jacquet and Cobb in Hampton's powerful and swinging
band Ca roaring, take-no-prisoners saxophone section, topped by a team of leatherlunged trumpet players screaming collectively through a succession of triumphant
finales" 32) undoubtedly had a major influence on the young (not yet rwenty)
Gordon' s development of a big and solid sound.
Later influences from fellow tenormen would include the duels with Sonny
Stitt (and later Gene Arnmons) on Blowing The Blues Away with the Billy Eckstine
Orchestra, and also the teaming up with Wardell Gray (on The Chase) , Teddy Edwards (an The Due!) and Don Byas in New York on 52 nd Street.
"one night at the Deuces I played his [Byas 'l horn, and I dug his mouthpiece so
much lasked him about it. (... ) So the next day I went down to Link and told
them I wanted a 'Don Byas Special.'" 33

When Dexter made his first recordings as a leader for Savoy in the mi d-forties
his basic instrumental sound, tonal attack and melodic phrasing were aIready unmistakingly apparent. But in those days Dexter was living a turbulent life with a heavy
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drug and alcohol abuse, and it would take him some years yet to get complete control
over his everyday life and consistency and balance into his playingo

Consolidationo
In the fifties Dexter was arrested for heroin possession on a number of occasions, and he spent a couple of years in the beginning of the decade in Chino, an open
prison in Californiao Later he spent time in Fort Worth, Texas and Lexington,
Kentucky, and in 1959 he served several months in Folsom Prison, California on
grounds of a parole violariono
These long periods in jail in the late fifties offered Dexter an opportuniry to
step out of the turbulent life of drug and alcohol abuse and provide him with periods
of peace and quiet to get in physical shape, practice on the instrument and get hold of
his own playingo Dexter said himself:
"I probably owe my life to the fact that I had a few enforced 'vacations', in order to
build my body back and to lead a fairly normal type of life - meaning, you know,
uninvolvedo With regular hours, regular meaiso So, each time this would happen,
my body would rebuildo (000) I was playing all the timeo Because they always let me
have my horn with meo" 34

Around 1960 there were two factors which played a vital role in boosting
Dexter's career; first, his involvement with the Hollywood production of the
Broadway play, The Connection, and second, his signing up with Alfred Lion's Blue
Note label in 1961.
In 1959 Dexter was engaged to play the part of an addicted musician in Jack
Gelber' s play, The Connection, a story concerning a group of heroin addicts, who were
waiting around for their heroin dealero The production ran for about a yearo Dexter
acted as a musical director as well as a play-actor in the play, which als o featured
Charles 'Dolo' Coker (piano), George Morrow (bass) and Lawrence Marable (drums)o
Furthermore he provided original compositions to be played live on stage, among
those Ernie Tune, (For) Soul Sister, Landslide and I Want Moreo To Dexter this engagement meant a chance for a long and steady period of regular work, playing the saxophone and furthermore employing his natural talent for actingo
His own compositions for the play were later recorded for the Blue Note companyo During 1961-62 he recorded five highly succesful albums for the company,
namely Doin' Allright, Dexter Calling, Landslide, Go and A Swingin' Affairo 35
These recordings reveal the surfacing of the mature artist, where all the early
influences have been balanced into a perfect mixo The strong early influence of Lester
Young was of course still apparent in Dexter's melodic conception, but here he definitely stepped out of Prez' shadow and spoke with his own voice and did so with great
confidenceo
"It is not fanciful to say that there was also a sense of maturity abollt it, in practically evety area, and an almost triumphant aura pervaded both session, providing a
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posItIve statement-of-intent for the future. It was as if Dexter himself was
proclaiming, to all and sundry, his intention to re-establish himself on the jazz
scene." 36

The bacis style he revealed in the early sixties sessions was never to change over
the years to come. During his 'exile years' in Copenhagen from 1962 to 1977 Dexter
was experiencing great appreciation and love from his many fans and given living and
working conditions, which enabled him to consolidate his style to perfection.
int.: "What has it meant musically to live in Europe?"
DG: "Well, for me, it has been very good because my whole lifesryle is much calmer, much more relaxed. I ean devote more time to music, and I think it is beginning to show. It's not that everyday scuffie, and I'm able to concentrate more on
studying." 37
"So in the sixties I worked, I was, like the house band [in the old MontmartreJ,
where every summer -you know- for three or four months, and then in the winter
for a couple of months, and in between ourside, traveling around. And for myself it
was a great learning experience, how to do this and also to become self-dependent.
To be that strong that I could go on the bandstand with people, that didn' treally,
you know.. .Ir built myself up, I mean ir was murual. That experience became very,
very imporrant ... " 38

After his triumphant return to the States in 1976, encouraged by his old
friends Woody Shaw and Maxine Gregg (later married to Dexter), he settled down in
NYC permanendy in 1977 and started working for the first time with his own regular trio (George Cables, Rufus Reid and Eddie Gladden). The encounter of this dynamic trio first of all meant a further expansion of the dynamic and sound in
Dexter's own playing and an inrrospection in his enchanted ballad playing, which
over the years grew slower and slower.
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Dexter Gordon and the rhythm sections.
"Keeping time.
This was at a party for Herluf Kamp Larsen39 • We
had gathered a spectacular tribute band consisting
of jazz critics, Herluf fans and Dexter. As we all
stood there and he looked over this parade af
dilettants, he shouted at me - I was to take care of
the drums and had same blame for the whole
arrangement: "I do this for you, Albrectsen!" And
then he began to play as if we weren' t there. I sat
behind the drums and tried to keep time, and I
felt his enormous toughness, how far behind he
floated, how he, consciously and all the time, put
his own beat in relation to the beat, tightened,
pulled, tugged, I was sitring in the middle of a
hurricane, ttying desperate!y to hang an to the
beat, dammit how I admired Alex Rie! at that
moment!" 40

Dexter Gordon' s famous rhythmical laid back phrasing most likely had its
roots in the playing of Lester Young. Prez' off beat-phrasing was quite opposite to
Coleman Hawkins' heavily playing into the beat, grooving each note and making it
swing as hard as possible. Prez would always let his phrases fly above the beat and only
hit imo the groove of the rhythm section when playing his riff-like tigures. Whether
or not the heavy laid back phrasing was actually intentional on Dexter's behalf is
doubtful. In 1977 he commented:
"Yeah. I've been told that I do that. l'm not really that conscious af it. I think I
more ar less got it from Lester because he didn't play right an top. He was always a
little back, I think. That' s the way I felt it, you know, and so it just happened that
way." 41

It goes without saying that Dexter's laid back phrasing would cause difticulties
for members of his rhythm sections. Attempting to adapt your playing to Dexter's
rhythmic phrasing might easily cause an unbalance or mess up the musical flow.
According to Maxine Gordon there were only two rhythm sections which
completely satistied Dexter over the years. The tirst consisted of Sonny Clark (p),
Butch Warren (b) and Billy Higgins (dr), who performed on the classic Blue Note recordings, Go! and A Swingin' Affair (both recorded in August 1962), the second being
his tirst regular American trio from 1977 to 1979 with Georges Cables (p), Rufus
Reid (b) and Eddie Gladden (dr).
The 1962 constellation was indeed a happy one, Warren and Higgins laying
down a beautiful and easy-going groove with Clark's sympatic and well balanced percussive comp. All three were perfectly balanced against each other, Higgins' crisp ride
cymbal and discrete tills leaving plenty of room for Clark' s comp.
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"Billy Higgins was always Dexter's favorite drummer. He regarded "Smilin' Billy"
as the "swingingest" drummer in the world, saying that the beat was always there
with him and you could just lay back and play and never have to worry about the feel. 1142
mg.

The Dexter Gordon Quartet of the 1970's had a different internal balance,
Gladden being a more powerful drummer than Higgins and Cables a heavier orchestrator on the piano than Clark. However with Reid and Cables working in perfect
tandem, the internal chemistry of the group was unique. Reid says,
"We did make him comfortable and he felt he could do what he does with no worry. I
do think our band had a special chemistry that just clicked, even when Kirk
Lightsey joined us, it was, in some ways, more interactive in the rhythm section."
43

Both rhythm sections had, in Rufus Reid's words, a chemistry that just clicked
with a steady groove in bass and drums and a pianist with a laid back comp. In relation
to Dexter the key word in the two quotes above is 'worry', "you could just lay back and
play and never have to worry about the feeling", and "We did make him comfortable
and he felt he could do what he does with no worry". When the members of the
rhythm sections were able to hold and maintain a gro ove and interactive play on their
own, Dexter would be able to balance his own sound, feeling and phrasing against it
and thereby enable him to concentrate on the construction of his solo lines.
Naturally the internal balance of the two quartets were somewhat different,
but then again, Dexter' s playing had also evolved over the years. By 1962 his mature
tenorsax style had come together and all the important ingredients were there. By
the late seventies his sound had gotten bigger and his dynamic playing even more
powerful, and the dynamic power generated by the Cables-Reid-Gladden constellation was necessary to balance the playing of a heavyweight-Dexter, Rufus Reid again:
" ... the power of Dexter would not project like it did without the rhythm section
being like a huge train or truck moving at full throtde. That was the sryle." 44

When Kirk Lightsey replaced Cables in 1979 and Reid was replaced with John
Heard (later again replaced bu David Eubanks), this naturaIly caused some unbalance
and turbulence at first. David Eubanks, who joined the quartet in 1980, was constantly
faced with remarks from the other members like, "Rufus (Reid) used to do this" or
"Rufus used to do that", until he finaIly got fed up and exploded: "I don' t give a SHIT
about Rufus, I'M ME!!". Reid also told the folIowing story about Eubanks, who had
previously played with Betty Carter, who had taught him to play on top of the beat:
"Gordon would say, "Now, look, you sound real good, man, but just relax, lay
back." Then, the next night, he would play more laid back, or what felt to him like
more laid back, and Dexter would say, "Relax, man. Just let it flow." That kept
happening until, one day, the bass player got sick of Dexter coming to him with
this and decided he was really going to lay back to the point where there was going
to be no doubt about his laying back. So, that night they were playing ballads, and
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he laid back so far that he knew [that] when he got off the bandstand and got imo
the dressing room they were going to say that it was too far back. He laid back so
far that it hun to do it, like he was becoming completely ung/ued with it. He knew
they were going to have to say, "Not that much." So, he goes imo the dressing
room atter the set, and everyone came into the room grinning from ear to ear.
"That's it!" they said. "You got it now!" [Reid laughs.] He couldn't believe it." 45

The solo line, Dexter' s storytelling.
To tell a story -and how to tell a story- was the lesson that Dexter Gordon learned from Lester Young. Although they spoke with different voices (they had widely different conceptions of sound on the tenorsax) they both shared the same overall melodic conception when it came to improvisation. One might say that their musical dialects were very similar with a common vocabulary, syntax and overall rhetorical plan
for the construction of the solo improvisation.
The vocabulary of Dexter Gordon owed a great deal to Young, the use of colored tones (the 6th, major 7th and 9th of the chord), simple riffs, false fingering and the
whole concept of basing the improvisation on a strong foundation of personal licks or
farrnulas; a great number of Dexter's licks were actually inherited from Young. Also
Young's well-known praxis of alternating between shorter thematic statements and
longer melody-lines became an integral part of the Dexter Gordon style. For these
short statements Dexter would frequendy made use of quotations from the standard
repertoire or the dassicai repertoire (and often from the solos of e.g. Young or Parker).
Dexter's longer melody lines would often be typical bebop-lines based on the underIying chord structure, alternating with sequences based on major or minor pentatonic
scales. It is worth noticing that in his bebop lines Dexter would often attach greater
weight to the internal structure of the melody lines than the underlying harmonic
foundation.
In his syntactical approach Dexter always demonstrated great skilIs in creating
coherence in the improvisation. Phrases would be connected in call/response patterns,
e.g. by letting a phrase take its starting point in a tone or motive from the phrase preceeding it. Or phrases would be connected through the harmonic sequencing of
motives. For instance, his extensive use of quotations were not merely humorous and
unexpected whims, often they would be the starting point of motivic development,
this way creating unity and coherence in the solo over a period of time. Scale-wise accordance between phrases, i.e. phrases sharing the same scale, is another syntactical vehide often applied by Dexter.
Other ways of establishing coherence in the improvisation within a chorus
might be to build each charus upon a specific idea, give it a certain direction or a specific purpose. For instance, a chorus could be given a thematic identity of its own in the
form of a riff or blues head; or a chorus co uld be given a tonal identity, basing the
improvisation on e.g. the major or minor pentatonic scale. The identity of a chorus
could be established through the direction of the melody line, e.g. in the form of long
ascending or descending lines. Or a chorus might have the purpose of
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boosting energy into the rhythm section in form of ascending lines or explosive, repeated 3/4 figures; many of Dexter's long pre-composed bebop lines actually served
such a purpose.
Finding ways of connecting choruses or sections is of vital importance in the syntactical process. Dexter would connect choruses by making his melody line continue
into the next chorliS; or he would start a chorus by applying the same musical material
which ended the previous one. Whatever Dexter had in his fingers or his mind at the
end of a chorus would become the starting point for a new development in the next
chorus, whether it would be just one note, a scale or a lick.
The following analysis will attempt to transmit an insight into the vocabulary
and syntax of Dexter' s solo improvisation, as it appears in his solo on Blues Up and
Down 46 In this solo Dexter demonstrates his ability to create powerful and strong melody-lines, which he would always del iver with great confidence and employing the
whole range of the instrument. Following the analysis I shall account for Dexter's
overall rhetorical plan for this solo, Le. the principles involved in the organizing of the
solo into a coherent and consistent whole.
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Blues Up and Down [chorus 1-31:
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chorus l: [1-4]: Dexter starts out in Lester Young fashion with a simple and powerful4-bar blues head
going from f' to bb (false fingering) and repeated [5-8] over simple blues harmony; [9-12]: a 2-bar
phrase in reverse movement (bb ro f'), which is repeated with variation, the whole phrase continuing
into the first bar of
chorus 2: [2-3]: a broken chord figure derived from previous chorus [12], signals the speeding up the
solo with a long, unbroken bebop line [9-12], which is based on some irregular chord sequences being
held rogether by ascending/descending chromatic lines within the broken chord structure (a similar
technique was applied by Coleman Hawkins in his famous Body and Soul solo, see also the analysis of
Lester Young's Lester Leaps In, [2nd chorus, A2:4-6]).
chorus 3: the speeding up continues with the triplet figure [2-4]; the rocket in triplet 16ths [5] takes
the solo ro a temporarely high (bb'), motive at [8] is repeated over a chromatic descending line.
The range of the melody line is limited to a fifth in chorus 1, being gradually expanded in
chorus 2 (an octave + a fifth), while it spans an octave in chorus 3, hitting on the high bb' for the first
time.
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Blues Up and Down [chorus 4-6):
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chorus 4: Dexter returns to a 4-bar blues head on simple blues harmony [l-8] (quotation ftom
Rodgers/Hart's Thou Swell;, but the chorus ends with a long chromatic descending line [9-12], a well
known Dexter lick, which once again boosts up the solo line and cominues well into
chorus 5: [1-2]: a Lester Young lick, in [4] another Young lick referring back to the previous chorus is
stated again and repeated at [5-8] in a 3/4 pattern. The last figure of 8ths is used as a rhythmic pattern on a descending blues line [9-12]. The last tone (f') starts off
chorus 6: [1-4]: a 4 bar blues head buildt on the same blues-pematonic scale as before. [5-9]: a
rhythmical figure (four descending 8ths) is repeated imo a long descending line, ranging two octaves
(from bb· to Ab), followed by a short statement on the same scale [10-11].
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Blues Up and Down [chorus 7-91:
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chorus z: [1-6): a long melody line based upon a rhythmical figure (four 8ths), which is repeated and
transposed chromatically, going into the minor pentatonic scale [5-6) on the Eb chord. [Z-12): measure 5 is repeated as starting point for the long bebop line, which finishes the second half of the
chorus. This whole chorus contains several Lester Young licks and it is in fact a "precomposed" and
well known Dexter lick, which he often used for speeding up energy.
chorus 8: [l-Z): Dexter gives the solo line a dramatic melodic lift, which ranges two octaves and a
quart (ftom Bb to e b "), applying a one bar motive, at ms. 5-Z returning to the minor pentatonic scale,
which is used for the remainder of the chorus. The melodic figure at ms. 6-Z is repeated and transposed [9-10], and the final tone (f ') leads into
chorus 9: [1-2): a new melodic statement, followed by a bebop line on the whole tone scale; another
two bar statement [5-6) follows, is transposed [Z -8), and the chorus ends on a rhythmical bb riff (false
fingering) ,Ieading into
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Blues Up and Down [chorus 10-12]:
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chorus 10: [1-4): a 4-bar blues head, based on the major pentatonic scale, which is repeated [5-12).
The speed and energy of the previous choruses is slowed down, and here Dexter plays in the lower
register with special emphasis on the 6th of the Bb-chord (Lester Young fingerprint). The last four
notes constitute a basis for
chorus 11: [1-2): a typical Dexter lick, where a two bar motive, also on the major pentatonic scale, is
rransposed [3-4) and varied on the minor pentatonic scale [5-8). [9]: A small motive on the same scale
is transposed [IO], and Dexter concludes with the opening figure; these last three tones are applied to
chorus 12: [1-4]: a dramatic falling 3/4 figure, another Lester Young lick (listen to Prez' solo in the
beginning of Riff Interlude, rec.: November 6, 1939) is boosting up the solo line, which falls two
octaves and then slowly rises again to c' [5-8). [9-12] A rhythmic Lester Young-type riff on c', leading
into
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Blues Up andDown [choms 13-151:
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chorlis 13: [1-4]: a Lester Young-type rhythmical riff on c', which is gradually lifted chromatically to
g' [5-8]; g' becomes starting point for a broken chord motive [9-10] (quotation from J,S. Bach's Badenerie from Orchestral Suite i B-minor), which is transposed [11-12] and lands on bb in
chorlis 14: [2-3]: a simple blues head, [5-9]: Another lift to the melody line in an upward movement
in fourths, followed by a dramatic fall over two octaves and a fifth (from eb " to Ab) on the minor
pentatonic scale. [10-11]: a small figure brings the melody line back up to bb', which becomes starting
point for
chorlis 15: a two tone riff played three times with small variations takes the solo to a temporarely high
(f").
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Blues Up and Down [chorus 16-18):
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chorus 16: The same riff is repeated three times with further rhythmic variations, reaching the high
point of the solo (g").
chorus 17: Dexter eases the turbulent dynamics of the last two choruses back down again, using a
familiar and bizarre quotation from Julius Fuc;:ik's Entry of the Gladiators [1-8); this is followed by a
simple blues phrase [10-12); the melodic comour graduaIly declines from bb, to db,.
chorliS 18: Dexter is once again giving the solo a boost of energy with a fast run over two octaves [1-2)
and graduaIly climbing back up into the highest register again (eb " and f") with two blues phrases on
the minor pentatonic scale [8-12). The last tone (f") leads imo
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Blues Up and Down [chorus 19-20):
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chorus 19: With a repetitive high f" [1-4] Dexter whips up the rhythm section one last time, again
falling dramatically two octaves and a sixth [4-7]. Two small rhythmic figures on bb' [9-12]
condudes this chorus and leads into
chorus 20. where Dexter definitively eases down the action to hand over the stage to Johnny Griffin.
The minor pentatonic scale is used thtoughout, first a long dedine (ftom bb' to f) based upon a small
rhythmic figure [1-5], followed by'another rhythmic figure (an irregular placed dave-beat) [6-7], and
rwo small melodic figures, ascending and descending (from bb to f' to bb), which refers back to the
beginning of the solo. In his final statement Dexter breaks away ftom the minor pentatonic scale,
using a couple of Lester Young' s coloured tones, the 6th and major 7th of the Bb-chord.

Expanding the music.
This analysis reveals some of rhe main character is tics of rhe Dexter Gordon style,
firs t of all how much it owed to Lester Young even at this late stage of his career.
Young's personal vocabulary and syntax, as accounted for in the analysis of Lester Leaps
In, is without any doubt the primary foundation of Dexter' s mature style. This is apparent not only in Dexter's many loans from the Young vocabulaty, but also in the way
that he deliberately connects phrases and choruses into a meaningful and organic
whole, insisting on never to break the flow and logic of rhe melody line.
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In his overall disposition of the solo Dexter also relies on a well known Young
routine, starting out at a slow-speed and gradually building towards several climaxes
during the improvisation. Expansion becomes the keyword in this process, as Dexter
himself explained in the film Round Midnight, where Dale Turner (i.e. Dexter
Gordon) is talking to a psychiatrist about his dreams:
"Well, it's always about music, and playing the saxophone. The sound, hearing it,
expanding the music, you know, more and more." 47

In Blues Up and Down the improvisation is going through various stages of
steaming up the dynamic energy to great climaxes of intensity followed by phases of
cooling down again, reaching the final climax in choruses 15-19. Dexter has at his disposal different artistic means, which he applies in order to achieve this kind of longterm development.
The strong declamatory statement, typically a Lester Young-type lick (on the
major pentatonic scale and including the 6th and 9th of the tonic chord) is
strategically applied as fixed points during the solo, as a strong starting point (chorus
1), preliminaty climax (chorus 4), cooling down phase (chorus 10) and overall climax
(choruses 15-16).
Generating power and energy into the collective playing is achieved by the motion
of the longer bebop lines based on chord sequences or chromatic movements (choruses 2,
3 and 6-8), by using repeated 314-figures (choruses 5 and 12) or Lester Young-type one
note riffs with the use offalse fingering (choruses 9, 12, 13 and 19). In the cooling down
phases Dexter takes off steam by using long descending lines, chromatically (choruses 3
and 17) or based on scales (chorus 20).
An important factor in the build-up of the improvisation is the special use of
the instrumental registers and general dynamics. Dexter gradually extends his playing
from the middle register in the beginning into the altissimo register, chorus 3 (bb'),
chorus 4 (en), chorus 8 (ebn ), chorus 14 (e bn ), chorus 15 (fn), chorus 16 (gn), choruses 1819 (f n). Longer lower register periods (chorus 10) willlet off steam, while longer altissimo
register periods will boost up the energy (choruses 15-16 and 18-19). Likewise long
ascending lines (chorus 8) and descending lines (choruses 6,12 and 19) will give a general
boost to the music. In the final turbulent stages of the solo Dexter makes some fast
and dramatic ascendingldescending lines, employing the whole range of the
instrument, which gives associations to a champion rodeo cowboy riding on a bucking
bronco (choruses 14 and 18).
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Dexter Gordon' s compositional style
Early style.
The early compositions dating from 1945 to 1960 gives evidence of the early
influences on Dexter's playing in general. The strong overall influence of Lester
Young is apparent in many different ways, first of all in the construction of the
melody lines. The extended use of well known Lester Young riffs is a prominent feature of many of these originals, and a great deal of the melodies also feature the special predilection that Young had for the coloured tones of the chords. Secondly, the
chief part of these compositions were based on well known standards (or the l2-bar
blues), most of them known from the repertoire of the Lester Young and The Count
Basie Orchestra.
The influence of Charlie Parker and his contemporaries is apparent in the
many melody lines based on chromatic chord progressions. And the harmonic foundation of some of the tunes, especially the bridges of the 32-bar songforms, reveals
Dexter's profound knowledge and mastery of the innovative bebop harmony, which
goes back to the teaching of Uoyd Reese.
A distinctive characteristic of the early com positions is the frequent use of short
riffs, a finger-print of Lester Young (Blow Mr. Dexter, Long Tal! Dexter, Dexter Digs In,
The Chase, Dexter's Riff, Index, Dextivity, Bonna Rue).
Other characteristics from the Lester Young style are of course the emphasis on
the 6th, major 7th and 9th in the melody line (Dexter's Deck, Blues Bikini, Rhythm
Mad) and the false fingering single note riff. (Blow Mr. Dexter, the intro).
The melody lines of other Dexter originals appears to be more representative of
the bebop style of Bird and his contemporaries. These melodies are normaIly less singable or riff-like, and they are often in the shape of broken chords with emphasis on
the alterations (b5) of the chords (Mischievous Lady, Dexter Rides Again, Chromatic
Aberration, Settin' the Pace, The Duel and the bridge of The Chase).
Up umill 1955 there exiscts 26 known tides by Dexter, most of them written
between 1945 and 1947 for the Savoy recordings. Among these 26 tides were 8 blues
compositions and 18 compositions in 32-bar songform. As it was common practice
among the bebop generation the themes were for the most part based upon standard
changes such as I Got Rhythm (The Duel, Silver Plated and Settin' the Pace, the A-sections), Christopher Columbus (Dexter's Deck, Number Four and Dexter Digs In, the A-section), Oh, Lady Be Good (Dexter 's Riffi, Honeysuckle Rose (Settin ' the Pace, the bridge), I
Found a New Baby (Dexter 's Minor Mad), Exactly Like You (Dextivity, the A-section),
Jumpin' at the Woodside (Rhythm Mad), Rose Room (Dexter's Mood) and Fine and Dandy
(Dextrose). Often Dexter would combine standard chord changes for the A-sections
with a different set of changes for the bridge (Dexter Digs In, Dexter Rides Again, Settin'
the Pace, Dextivity and Silver Plated).
Dexter's knowledge and command of modem bebop harmony becomes quite
apparent when examining his solo improvisations. It also shows clearly in the harmonic oudine of his originals as examplified below.
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Chromatic Aberration, A and B sections (key: Db):

A7

[KJ Em7
A

B~7

I F~m7

II7.

Fm7
I (II)

VI?

(II)

Em7

A7

A~7

I (II)

I Eb7

II?

II

Y

I (II)

@ I G~m6

B7
III?

Fm7

I (II)

I o;

B~7

VI?

I

10~

Nm

I

I G~m6

I ;~

Nm

I

An original chord scheme, where a dense cirde of fifths (in lIm? -V7 progressions) goes
chromatically up from A? to H? and down again to Ab?, leading into the tonic, Db. As a contrast
(and contra to normal ractice) the brid e here is stable around me tonic, usin onl rwo chords.

The Duel bridge (key: Bb):

Am7

07

Ab7

I (II)
Gm7
I(II)

I III?
C7
1II7

I (II)
F~m7

I (II)

0~7

IYI?
B7
ly?

I

a brid e based on Rh thm chan es (D,G,C,F) with tritonus substitutions and inserted lIm? chords.

In the folIowing examples Dexter has co ns truet ed some intrigate chord
sequences to be applied for the beginning of his solos on Long Talt Dexter (a 12 bar Bbblues) and Dexter's Deck (based on Christopher Columbus-changes):
LongTan.~D~~=="~(~k~ey~:~B~b)~________________~~

~:~;:

_+:_::_7_:_:----l:_:_:7__7_+-:_F7__B_~7_·-+:_:_~:__-lf"

E7

:_:7__

e--I

C

Dext" 's Deck (key: Bb)

new

F~7

B7

E7

~ l,· ,.m: '"

A7
E'

In bom mese examples a dense, full circle of fifths over 4 bars substitutes the normal changes, leading
direct! into me chord of meas ure 5.
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In some com positions based upon standard changes the bridge has been supplied
with alternative changes. Many of such alternative bridges are based on Honeysuckle
Rose-changes in the first 4 bars (Vm7 - 17 - IV6), combined with different ways of returnin to the tonic of the last A-section:
Dextivity, bridge (key: C):

I
Vm7
(II
I
Gm7

Em7

III

I

C7

I

17

F6

F6

B7

VII7

N

V7)

I

VI7

I

Dm7

A7

I

II

G7

I

V7

a full cirde of fifths (G,C,F,H,E,A,O,G) returning to the tonic C.

Rhythm Mad, bridge (key: F):
Cm7

I(II
B~m7

I(II

F7

BI>6

IV7)

IN

E~7

AI>6

IV7)

IhlII

Gm7

III

C7

V7

I

ms. 5: continued II-V sequenee to bIll, II-V sequenee to tonic F.
Dexter Rides Again, bridge (key: F):

17
V7)

hVII7
(I117.)

V7

VI7.

a full eirde of fifths (C-F-Bb_Eb_Ab_Ob-C) returning to the tonic F.

The Chase, bridge (key: Bb):

I Fm7
Vm7

(II

IA~m7
hVIl

I B~7
17
V7)

N

D~7

I Gm7

IhIll7
V17.

(II)

C7

B7

II
II7

(II)

V7.

an extended and altered cirde of fifths (F,Bb,Eb,Ab,Ob,C,H) rerurnin to the tonic Bb.
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Silver Plated, bridge (key: F):
F7

Eb: I II7

IDb<;
I

I

B~7

I

Eb<;
I

V7

I

I G~7

I A~7
IV7

Db: V?
Gm7

I C7

III

N?

F:

II

V?

full circ1e of fifths (F,Bb,Eb,Ab, Db, Gb), rerurnin b II-V? to tbe tonic F.
Dexter Digs In, bridge (key: Db):
G~7

I VII?a

F7

I III?

E7

IVI?a

D7

IV7a

II

a chromatic circ1e of fifths leadin into the tonic Db.

These examples give a general picture of a musician who was in possession of a
thorough knowledge of standard changes, which he could combine with the innovations of bebop harmony. Dexter' s harmonic foundation was apparent in his compositions from the very beginning of his career, and for the many years to come it remained to be the solid basis of his personal style, never to change radically, although
Dexter never ceased to incorporate later harmoni c innovations into his vocabulary.
The later com positions differ from the early style, first of all in the respect, that a
greater number of these have original changes, while most of the early melodies are
contrafacts on known standards.
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Mature style.
Around 1%1, while working on 'The Connection' in Los Angeles and starting
his recording career with the Blue Note Company, Dexter's personal tenorsax style
was firmly established. The compositions originating from this period bears the same
stamp of a musician, who has finaIly stepped out from the shadows of the idols of his
formative years and found his own speaking voice, his own style. And for the next 2025 years this compositional style was to remain unchanged.
Every composer within the jazz idiom has a compositional style of his own.
Duke Ellington was an ingenious song writer, combining a sophisticated sense of harmony with a melodic ore which seerned without end. One of the most intruiging jazz
composers that we know, Thelonious Monk, would work extensively on his compositions (and indeed on standards like Just a Gigolo and Body and Soul), until they - as he
described it - had "a specific sound". This 'sound' was aresult of Monk's unique
voicings and attack on the piano, but also the way he would change the groove
throughout the rendering of a melody. Charles Mingus, another great jazz composer,
would often express himself in etended forms with frequent changes of tempo, groove
and chord foundation.
As a mature composer Dexter was first of all acreator of good and strong melodies. The lesson learned from Young was always to tell a story, and with Dexter's compositions one always senses that certain vocal quality of a good song, only the Iyries are
miss mg.
When it comes to the formal build up of the tunes Dexter worked mainly
within the traditional format. 14 of the tides are l2-bar blues compositions and 29
are composed in 32-bar songform (23 in AABA-form and 6 in AA'-form), although
some of the tunes in songform have an unusual formal build up, like I Want More
(AA'-form, 24 + 16 bars), Cheese Cake (AABA-form, 16-bar A-sections and B-bar
bridge), Le Coiffeur (AABA-form with a 4-bar extension of the last A), Tivoli (AA'form, 24 + 34 bars), Valse Robin (AABA-form, 4x16 bars), The Group (ABA-form, 12bar A-sections and B-bar bridge) and Nursery Blues (16-bar chorus).
Within jazz composition in general from the thirties to the sixties George
Gershwin' s Rhythm-changes set the standard for the formal build up of the 32-bar
AABA-song form. The main significance behind the Rhythm-changes lies in the harmonic contrast between the A-sections (harmonically stable around the tonic) and the
bridge (harmonical progression, cirde of fifths: III7-VI7-II7-V7 going back to the
tonic of the last A.) Many of Dexter's originals in the AABA-format possess that
same kind of contrast (or balance) between the two formal units.
In Catalonian Nights the A-sections are stable around the tonic (Bb minor),
while the bridge is one long cirde of fifths going contemporarely to Bb minor and Db
maJOr.
In Soy CaNja the contrast is even treater, as it also involves two contrasting
rhythm grooves. The A-sections have a B -mixolydian modal foundation on a latin
beat, while the bridge is a cirde of fifths on 4-beat swing groove.
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Dexter revers es this norm in Kong Neptune, where the A-sections have some
unstable harrnonie progressions within the key of Bb. In contrast the bridge is stationary, constantly returning to the temporary key of Db.
Balancing the A- and B-sections against each other by changing gro oves ean be
heard in The Rainbow People (A: 2-beat with short 2-bar melody phrases, B: 4-beat with
longer melody lines), Mrs. Miniver (A: stop rhythm and l-bar repetitive phrases, B: 4beat and 2-bar phrases in call/response pattern) and The Group (A: 12 bars, 2-beat and
stop time, harmonic stable on tonic (D-minor), B: 8 bars, 4-beat, circle of fifths).
In the actual performance of his com positions (and indeed of the tunes from
the standard repertoire as well) Dexter would take great pains in controlling the total
performance from start to end, including the opening up with carefully arranged
intros, making interludes to go from the theme presentation to the solos and also including special chase themes, shout choruses and extended codas. (Dexter would apply
the same thoroughness to his playing of solo-kadenzas in ballads, these extended kadenzas were to a great extend planned out in advance).
Among the compositions with extended intros are: I Want More, For Regulars
Only, Landslide, Kong Neptune, Evergreenish, A la Modal and Fenja. Compositions
containing interiudes are Emie 's Tune, Montmartre, For Regulars Only and Soy CaliJa.
Compositions with special chase themes and shout choruses are Landslide, McSplivens,
Evergreenish, For Regulars Only, Dexter Leaps Out and Stanley the Steamer. Extended
codas are found in Landslide, Soy CaliJa, Kong Neptune, Fried Bananas, Mrs. Miniver
and Evergreenish, while the following compositions have codas, which are merely tagendings: Cheese Cake, Hanky Panky, The Panther, The Apartment, The Girl with the
Purpie Eyes, Winther's Calling and Catalonian Nights.
Dexter' s own expression was that "a tune must have an ending". Starting out
on a melody, standard or original, the musicians should first be aware of (and have a
common agreement on) the different phases of the performance, from intro and
theme presentation, sequence of solos and chases to the final recapitulation of the
theme and coda. Before playing a tune in public Dexter would always have a plan for
the performance of a tune worked out in advance, this way taking full command of
the total performance. Bassist, Niels-Henning Ørsted Pedersen, remembered it this
way:
"Well you got your openings from Dexter. (... ) with Dexter, it was like an opening
- it was in the tune. It was like there should be a good long piano solo. Where you
would hopefully get imo something. And there should be a bass solo - if I wamed
it. There should be extended eights with the drums - all that sort of thing. In other
words, he wasn't looking at the rhythm section and saying: 'Well, let's get this over
with!' Not to say that a lot of people thought like that. But he had a positive attitude towards us, really trying to make this a groove: make this sound like some· "48
th mg.

A prominent characteristic of Dexter' s mature compositional style was the concordance that always seerned to exists between a strong melody line and the underlying groove of the rhythm section. This counterbalancing of the melody against the
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rhythmical groove was primarily aresult of the way Dexter would concelve the
rhythmical structures of his themes.
When examining Dexter's compositions dating from 1961 closely it is apparent that these melodies all had strong rhythmical profiles, which are achieved mainly
by means of balancing the on-the-beat-notes against the well placed off-beat accentuations. When delivered with Dexter's characteristic rhythmical weight and unique
sence of phrasing (including the shifts in tounging and slurring of the notes) the result is that of a melody, where the single phrases are perfecdy balanced against each
other to make a strong and coherent line. All of Dexter's finest melodies possess that
certain quality within the melody line: Landslide, Cheese Cake, Soy Califa,
McSplivens, Kong Neptune, Clubhouse, Montmartre, Fried Bananas, The Panther, Mrs.
Miniver, Evergreenish, The Apartment, Benji 's Bounce, A la Modal, etc.
Dexter would from time to time require many different types of grooves from
his rhythm sections. Apart from slow, medium and up tempo swing gro oves these
would also include waltz grooves (Valre Robin, Tivolz), latin grooves (A la Modal, Soy
CaliJa, the bossa nova-beat of Catalonian Nights and the pop-latin groove of Le
Coiffeur) , funk grooves characteristic of the Blue Note recordings from the 19 SO' s
and 60's (Sticky Wicket, The Panther and What it Was).
Many tunes are kept throughout in straight 4-beat (e.g. Fried Bananas) or 2beat (e.g. Catalonian Nights or Nursery Blues (B-theme)). In other compositions
Dexter otten combined shifting grooves within the theme, as known from standards
such as On Green Dolphin Street or Love for Sale. In For Regulars Only, The Rainbow
People and Apple Jump (AABA-song forms) the rhythm section plays the A-sections in
2-beat in contrast to the bridges in 4-beat. In a similar way Cheese Cake and
Evergreenish (AA'-song forms) starts in 2-beat at ms. 1-8, and then goes into 4/4 in ms.
9-16. In Soul Sister Dexter creates contrast between the gospel waltz groove and a slow
blues groove. In Soy CaliJa the latin beat of the A-sections contrasts to the swing
gro ove of the bridge, much in the manner of Love for Sale or Dizzy's Manteca and
Night in Tunesia. And the unisone (sax/bass) and childlike melody starting and ending
Nursery Blues is balanced against the gospel groove in 2-beat of the second theme and
the solos.
Otten Dexter would have the rhythm section go into a rhythmic interplay
with the theme by means of some well calculated accentuations, which made either a
lock with the melody or a call/response pattern to the melody.
In the bridge of Hanky Panky (ms. 1-2 and S-6) this rhythmic stop-time makes
a contrast to the 4-beat of ms. 3-4 and 7-8:
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In the interlude of Montmartre Dexter makes use of this same kind of rhythmical support of the melody:
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In Mrs. Miniver the rhythm section accentuates the theme in all the A-sections,
while going into acontrasting 4-beat in the bridge:

F-7

In the first 8 bars of each A-section of Evergreenish the rhythm section plays a
stop-time rhythm in a call1response pattern to Dexter' s melody, the last 8 bars of the
A-sections once again contrasting with 4/4-time:
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Regular stop-time is used in the stop ehorus of McSplivens before going into
the reeapitulation of theme:
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Harmony and melody.
Among the early eompositions only a small handful had original ehanges, the
rest were either blues heads or artifaets on known standards. In eontrast only 8 tunes
among the 45 eompositions dating from 1961 to 1980 are artifaets on known standards, namely Dexter Leaps Out, Benji 's Bounce and Apple Jump (base d on Rhythmehanges), Soy CaliJa (So What-ehanges), Fried Bananas (It Could Happen to You-ehanges), Boston Bernie (All the Things You Are-ehanges), Candielight Lady (I Can 't Get
Started- and Body and Soul-ehanges) and Fenja (I'm Gettin' Sentimental over Youehanges). The rest of the tides all have original ehanges by Dexter.
These original ehord sehemes are generaIly based on advaneed bebop harmony
with IIm7-V7-sequenees in diatonie and ehromatie circle of fifth-patterns. Dexter's
preoeeupation with the harmonie theory of bebop and its later harmonie innovators is
also revealed in his eompositions. Sueh influenees ean be found in, for example,
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Hanky Panky (Benny Golson's Blues March), A la Modal (Miles Davis' So What),
CandIelight Lady Oohn Coltrane's Giant Steps) and Benji's Bounce (Thelonious
Monk's Rhythm-A-Ning).
A prominent characteristic of Dexter's melody lines is their perfect balance
against the harmonic foundation. One way of connecting and balandng melody and
harmony is to link the shifting IIm7-V7-sequences to equivalent thematic sequences.
Dexter's compositions are pervaded with this feature, as illustrated in the few examples below.
In the bridge of For Regulars Only a small melodic figure is being transposed
through a chromatical drcle ofIIm7-V7 progression:
L ,

,
,

F-7

The 16 bar bridge of Valse Robin consists of an 8-bar melody being played twice in the
keys of E and G:

(]J

A-I

A-I

Both the A-sections and the bridge of Clubhouse consists of two 4-bar phrases being
transposed through circles of fifths:
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Dexter frequently applied another way of balancing melody and harmony, creating the highest possibie tension berween the rwo, by way of using the higher extensions and alterations of the chords in the melody line, a device well known from the
writings of Duke Ellington and Billy Strayhorn.
In The Girl with the Purple Eyes the melody hits either the b5th or the 9th of
the chord:
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Ms. 5-8 of CandIelight Lady illustrates a favourite fingerprint of Dexter's, the
melodic use of the #9th and b9th of the dominant 7th chord:
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the same idea is shown here in rhe bridge (ms. 5-8) of Catalonian Nights:
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In the bridge of Mrs. Miniver (ms. 7-8) the melody line is landing on all the
alterations and high extensions of the chords in this beautifulline:
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A similar example taken from the bridge of Landslide (ms. 7-8), where the
melody lands on the 13th and #l1th of the dominant seventh chords:
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The balance.

Creating balance seems to be the overall most important aspect of Dexter
Gordon's mature compositional style. The concept of balance can be applied equally
well to the composition and to the actual live performance, which means to literary
every conceivable musical parameter.
In relation to Dexter 's style o/composition as shown above, this angle was applied
to the folIowing parameters: Balancing the A- and B sections in the 32-bar song form
by means of changes in harmony structure, gro ove foundation and the structure of
the melody lines, balancing the melody line against the groove of the rhythm section,
creating balance between the melody line and the rhythm section by applying rhythmicallocks or call/response patterns, which would tighten up the rhythmic flow, creating balance between Dexter's melodic figures and the harmonic sequences of the
rhythm section, creating tension between Dexter's melody line and the harmonic
foundation by the use of the alterations and higher extensions of the chords.
In relation to Dexter 's style o/peiformance the angle of balance ean be applied to
the way he would always arrange and control the total performance of a tune from
start to end (intro, interlude, chase theme, shout choruse, coda, etc). Likewise, Dexter
would always take great pains in balancing the 3-4 tides being played during a concert
set against each other, covering contasting keys, blues/ballad and original/standard
compositions, latin/swing grooves, modal/bebop harmony, fast/medium/slow tempos, etc.
The concept of balance was evident in every aspect of Dexter Gordon's perception of musical creation, in the composition, the solo-improvisation, the relationship
to the playing of the rhythm section and even in his general stage appearance. This
balance was first of all obtained through hard work, studying and woodshedding, prerehearsing his large stock of licks, the solo-kadenzas to his favourite ballads, the phrasing and arrangements of the standard repertoire, etc. This thoroughness in preparing
his performance is further emphasized, when looking closely at Dexter' s repertoire
during the last 20-30 years of his career. Next to his own originals the repertoire
mainly consisted of a chunk of well tested tunes from the standard repertoire, some
jazz standards, blues heads and a fairly limited number of his favourite ballads. All in
all Dexter's book changed very litde over this span of years, while his playing became
still stronger and his instrumental sound larger and his rhythmical perception even
more grounded.
As a small example of how the perception of balance could be applied to the
performance, listen to the beginning of Dexter's live recording of As Time Goes By. 49
Cables makes an ad lib piano intro (the last 4 bars of the A-section), then Dexter enters with a long descending scale, slowly accelerating at first and then slowing down
again before going into the beginning of the melody, while - at the same time - Reid
makes a wonderful downward three tone phrase on the bass, landing on the root of
the first chord of the melody, four meas ures of perfect balance.
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The compositions.
Dexter is listed as composer to 72 tides in his recorded works. 4 of these tides are
merely improvisations without pre-composed themes, which gives a total of 68 Dexter
Gordon originals.
According to Maxine Gordon all of the compositions were made for specific
recording sessions in mind with the exception of the 4 tides made for The Connection
around 1960 (I Want More, Soul Sister and Ernie 's Tune, Landslide), and another 4 compositions that were made in Denmark around 1968-1971 (Montmartre, Pried Bananas, The
Rainbow People and Tivolt).
A great number of these originals were - as far as one ean tell from the discography of
Thorbjørn Sjogren- never played again in other recordings or concerts, while some later becarne embodied into Dexter's concert repertoire. The originals most frequendy played in
concert were Pried Bananas, Montmartre, Long Tal! Dexter, The Panther, The Rainbow
People, Backstairs, Cheese Cake, Soy CaNja, A la ModaL Sticky Wicket and Antabus. Less frequendy played were Clubhouse, Society Red, Boston Bernie, Tivoli, Ernie's Tune, Stanley the
Steamer, Kong Neptune, Soul Sister, The Apartment, Hanky Panky, The Chase and Dexter Digs
m.
In the folIowing listing Dexter's compositions will be presented in chronological order. The whole body of work falls naturaIly into the folIowing phases:
a. Early compositions, (Savoy and Dial sessions 1945-47), 19 tides.

b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.
h.

Intermediate years, (Bethlehem, Dootone and Prestige sessions 1955, 1960),9 tides.
'The Connection' (1959), 4 tides.
Breakthrough, (Blue Note sessions 1961-65), 9 tides.
The Copenhagen compositions, (1968-71), 4 tides.
Prestige compositions, (1969-72), 10 tides.
SteepleChase compositions, (1973-76), 10 tides.
Last compositions, (1973-80), 6 tides.

Each chapter will start out with a chronogicallisting of the recording sessions containing the originals being recorded here for the first time. For each com position is listed
tide references (if known) and a short analysis of form, melody, harmony etc; the information on later recordings of each composition refers to the discography at p. 68.
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a. Early compositions

The Savoy and Dial sessions (J 945-47)
During the first two years of Dexter' s recording career he produced no less than 19
originals. In general these com positions were either blues heads or contrafacts on known
standards, only 5 compositions having original changes, namely Dexter Rides Again,
Mischievous Lady, The Chase, Chromatic Aberration and Blues Bikini.
October 30, 1945 - Savoy session.
Blow Mr. Dexter.
A l2-bar blues head in Bb. The melody has a minor resemblance with Coleman
Hawkins' 32-bar composition, Bean and the Boys, recorded some 7 months prior to this
session. Dexter's solo introduetion is a Lester Young-type riff, in which he makes use of
the false fingering on the concert Bb.
Nearly all of Dexter' s compositions recorded for the Savoy Record Company have
allusions to his firs t name in the tides. These tides were not Dexter's own inventions,
but seem to originate from Savoy producer Teddy Reig.
Dexter' s Deck.
Dexter 's Deck is based on Rhythm-changes (Fletcher Henderson 's Christopher
Columbus-version). The melody is typical Lester Young-style, especially in the A-section.
In the first solo chorus Dexter plays over a full cirde of fifths in ms. 1-4 of each AsectJon:
J

•

Orner recordings:

L

o'
October 27, 1965llive Prestige recording
September 2, 1971llive Arista-Freedom recording.

Dexter' s Minor Mad.
Dexter 's Minor Mad is based on I Found a New Baby-changes. The melody of the Asections is fairly loose, probably a head arrangement, and the bridge is most likely improvised.
Dexter' s Cutting Out,
Dexter's Cutting out is improvisation (without precomposed theme) based on Oh,
Lady Be Good-changes in F-major.
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Ianuary 29, 1946 - Savoy session,
LongTall Dexter (aka LTD).
Long Tall Dexter, a 12-bar blues in Bb, was to beeome Dexter' s theme song in later
years. In the begining of eaeh of his two solo ehoruses on Lonesorne Lover Blues with The
Billy Eekstine Orehestra 50. Dexter oudined the two main ideas whieh nine months later were to be reeorded as Long Tall Dexter. The opening theme bears a strong resembianee to Bird' s Now 's the u'me:
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FolIowing the first theme of LTD is a 4-bar melody line, whieh is used for kieking
off the solos. It has an intruiging ehord sequenee, starting on B7 and going through a
perfeet eirde of fifths before landing on the Eb 9-ehord of ms. 5.
Instead of reeapitulating the opening theme at the end, Dexter dos es with a new
theme whieh has some minor resemblanee with the opening. The 1978 reeording has
some minor melodie ehanges of this seeond theme:
ms. 11:
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In later years Dexter would only make use of the final blues theme, as documented in the 1978 recording. In this form and in a relaxed medium tempo LTD would be
used for dosing the set, while he would do his little jive for the audience, thanking them
for a wonderful evening and presenting all the musicians in tum. Listen to Nights at the
Keystone vol. 1.
Other recordings:

July 1970/live J for Jazz recording
May 3, 1978/Columbia session
March 24, 1979/1ive Blue Note recording.

Dexter Rides Again.
Dexter Rides Again in AABA-form is credited to both Dexter and Bud Powell. The
A-seetions have the same chord structure as Thelonious Monk'sWell, You Needn 't
(probably presented at the session by Bud Powell), while the bridge is built on a full cirde
of fifths (C-F-Bb_Eb_Ab_Db_C).
Dexter Digs In.
The A-sections of Dexter Digs In is based upon Rhythm-changes (Christopher
Columbus-version) while the bridge is open for solos over a chromatic eirde of fifths. The
riff-like theme of A is inspired by Lester Young' s opening statement on Shoeshine Boy
(recorded November 9 19%):

range.
lune 5, 1947 - Dial session.
Mischievous Lady.
Mischievous Lady has a bebop melody line over what is probably an original chord
scheme (AABA). The extra 4-bar tag to A3 is omitted during the solos. Instead of the recapitulation of the theme Dexter introduces a new melody line in the dosing two A-sections. The tide of course refers to Melba Liston, the trombone player of the session.
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Tune 12, 1947 - Dial session.
The Chase.
The Chase in AABA-form grew out of Dexter's numerous tenor batdes with
Wardell Gray around 1947 in Los Angeles, in the beginning at the after-hours club
called Jack 's Basket. Dexter recalls in a conversation with Ira Gider:
"WardelI was a very good saxophonist who knew his instrument very
well. His playing was very fluid, very clean. Although his sound wasn 't
overwhelming he always managed to make everything very interesting,
very musical. I always enjoyed playing with him. He had a lot af drive
and profosion o/ideas. He was stimulating to me. " 51

The theme in the A-section is of course built on Alphonze Picou's famous clarinet
solo from High Society, known to every clarinet or saxophone player. Dexter also starts his
solo by quoting Picou's solo. Noteworthy is the rhythmic displacement of melody and
chords in the bridge, which is omitted in the solos.
In the final solo choms Dexter and Wardell Gray uses the folIowing Lester Youngtype riff in the A-sections, while the piano solos on the bridge:

Other recordings:

February 2, 1952/live recording with Wardell Gray
1970/live Prestige recording with Gene Ammons.

July 26,

Chromatic Aberration (aka Iridescence).
Chromatic Aberration in AABA-form has original changes by Dexter. As implied
in the tide this composition is a vehicle for improvisation on a chromatic harmonic
foundation, the A-sections being based upon IIm7-V7 progressions on the folIowing
harmonic sequence: A7-B b 7-B7-B b 7-A7-Ab 7-Db. Contrary to normal practice the bridge
is considerably more relaxed, applying only rwo chords, Gbm7 and Db.
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In the final chorus Dexter parafrases the theme on BA and then goes directly into
the coda in slow tempo.
Blues Bikini.
Blues Bikini in AABA-form is subtitled All Men Are Cremated Equal, referring to
the american nudear bomb tests on the Bikini Islands in 1946.
Blues Bikini has an A-section with a 12-bar minor blues theme and an S-bar improvised bridge based upon Broadway changes. This mixture of blues and songform is
modeled afrer Lester Young's D.B. Blues.
The theme of A is played only once at the beginning, not to be repeated at the
end.
December 4. 1947 - Dial session.
The Duel (aka Hornin' In).
The Duel has a bebop melody line based upon Rhythm-changes with a chromatic
cyde of fifrhs in the bridge, and an alternative melody line on the second A-section. The
recording features Dexter in combat with his fellow tenorsaxofonist, T eddy Edwards,
exchanging 8-,4-, 2- and l-bar phrases.
December 11. 1947 - Savoy session.
Settin' The Pace.
Settin' The Pace has a bebop melody line which is based upon Rhythm-changes in
the A-sections and Honeysuckle Rose-changes for the bridge.
The arranged intro to Settin' the Pace goes like this:
Intro
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October 27 1965/1ive Prestige recording with Booker Erwin.

So Easy.
So Easy is an easy going blues in Eb. The chromatic melody line at ms. 10-11 is a
typical Lester Young lick.
Dexter' s Riff.
Dexter 's Riffis based upon Oh, Lady Be Good-changes. The melody of the A-section
is a Lester Young-type riff, while the bridge is open for solos.

I
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December 22. 1941 - Savo)' session.
Dexter' s Mood.
Dexter's Mood is credited to both Dexter and Tadd Dameron. Strangelyenough
this tide has no theme, but is merely one long improvisation on Rose Room-changes:
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Dextrose.
Dextrose is based upon the chord changes of Fine and Dandy in 32-bar songform
(AA'). The simple theme, based on the dave beat, covers the first 8 bars of each A-section,
while the second half is improvised by Dexter (A) and Fats Navarro (A'). Dexter seems to
be playing over Fl-B b 6 in ms. 9-10 instead of Cml -Fl, probablya mistake. The chromatic melody line of the coda is another Lester Young trade mark.
Index.
Index is a 12-bar blues in Bb. The theme is a simple Lester Young-type blues riff.
Dextivity.
Dextivity is pardy based on Exactly Like You-changes. The riff like theme of A has
obvious Lester Young traces with a few hints from bebop harmony (the flatted fifths in
ms. l and 8).
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b. The intermediate years
The Bethlehem, Dootone and early Prestige sessions (1955 and 1960)
The 9 eompositions from the intermediate years (three sessions in 1955 and one in
1960) are an uneven mix ofloose jamsession-type blues heads and eontrafaets, representarive of the early style, and a few thoroughly prepared eompositions, whieh points towards
the more mature style of the sixties.
September 18. 1955 - Bethlehem session.
Daddy Plays the Horn.
This tide is a medium tempo 12-bar blues improvisation in F-major without a preeomposed theme.
Number Four.
Number Four is a eomposition in 32-bar songform with Rhythm-changes in Bb (Aseetions) and Eb (bridge). The theme of A is a simple 4-bar riff-like figure; the bridge is
improvised in the first presentation if the theme, while Dexter transposes the theme to
Eb in the reeapitulation.
September 27-28. 1955 - Bethlehem session.
Stanley the Steamer.
Stanley the Steamer, named after Stan Levy, the drummer of the session, is a 12-bar
blues in Bb with a funky beat. The April 4, 1969-reeording has some minor ehanges of
the theme (the melody starting off F-G-Eb instead of F-Bb-Eb), and for the drum ehase
is used this well known Dexter liek:

Orher recording:

April 4, 1969/Prestige session.

November 11-12, 1955 - Dootone session.
Silver Plated.
Silver Plated is a eomposition in 32-bar songform (AA'BA) in the key of F (the seeond A starting out in Bb), based on Rhythm-ehanges in the A-seetions and a long eirde of
fifths in the bridge. A short 4-bar interlude leads into the solos.
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Rhythm Mad.
Rhythm Mad is a 32-bar songform based onJumpin' at the Woodride-ehanges except
for the last 4 bars of the bridge whieh continues the eirde of fifths of the first 4 bars. The
melody of the A-seetions shows dear traits of the Lester Young influenee with special
emphasis on the 9th and major 7th of the tonic ehord, while the melody of the bridge is
more bebopish in style (probably improvised over a full eirde of fifths).
Bonna Rue.
The melody of Bonna Rue, a mediumtempo l2-bar blues composition in Bb, is a
simple blues head based on the repetition of a 2-bar Lester Young-type riff with slight
harrnonie variations.
Blowin' for Dootsie.
The tide of Blowing for Dootsie refers to Dootsie Williams, the director of Dootone
Records. Blowin 'for Dootsie, an up tempo l2-bar Eb-blues, has a loose theme whieh is not
repeated at the end, where Dexter instead states the melody line of Dexter Digs In. The
opening theme statement shows the usual Lester Young traces (a diatonic theme with
emphasis on the major 7th and the 6th of the tonic ehord.)
October 13. 1960 - Iazzland session.
Home Run.
Home Run is an up tempo l2-bar blues com position in C with two themes, a unisone riff in tpltsltb in a eall-response pattern with the bass, and another riff alternating
between ts and tb. The last theme in three part voieing is likewise a chase with the bass,
kicking off the bass solo.
The solos are based on normal blues-ehanges in C-major.
Jodi.
Jodi is one of the few ballad compositions from Dexter's hand and named after
Jodi Gordon, the wife of Dexter around 1960. The ballad is in 32-bar songform (AABA)
with an unusual repetitious harmoni c oudine: Am7-D7-Db. In spite of the somewhat
limited harmonic foundation Dexter none the less succeeds in creating a strong and eoherent melody line.
Dexter recorded Jodi later at the Blue Note session in May 1965. Although the
two reeordings are seperated by only five years they are widely different. (For a complete
transcription of the two versions of Jodi, see p. 92)
In 1960 Jodi is played in a fairly bright ballad tempo (J =69) over a 2-beat in the first

2 A-seetions, and a 4-beat for the rest of the tune, similar to Hawkin's famous Body and
Soul-recording from 1939. Dexter stays dose to the melody throughout the first chorus
and the last A, exeept for the first 3 bars of A3, where the theme is transposed an oetave
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up, taking over from the high melody of rhe bridge. The solo kadenza is a long elaboration on chord changes remote from the Db-tonic.
In 1965 the tempo is slowed down considerably (J =56) and the rhyrhm section remains on the 2-beat throughout the entire take. Freddie Hubbard takes over the melody
of the bridge. There are some slight modifications of the chords, most noticeable in ms.
5-6 of the bridge, which have been corrected to make a chromatic sequence to ms. 7-8.
Dexter is taking full advantage of the slower tempo which enables him to paraphrase on
the theme in his parricular sauntering ballad style, where his phrases seem rhyrhmical
independant of the underlying background 52. The solo kadenza is short, starting out
with a traditional harmoni c extension in rhe last bar of A3 and then going directly back
to the tonic (Fø - Bb7 - Ebm7 - D7 -Db).
Other recording:

May 27, 1965/Blue Note session.

c. "The Connection"
(1959)
Dexter's participation in The Hollywood Connection meant a great deal to his career, musicaIly and in terms of steady working conditions afrer a decade of great personal
problems and turmoil,
"Reactions - both audience and critics' - were great. The play ran fur about ayear.
One reviewer called me "a great actor" - I'm serious. Me, with no formal training.
The Connection, tbat was my pass-mark." 53

In the play Dexter was in charge of the music being perforrned live on stage with
the musicians also taking part of the actual stage performance with spoken lines.
Dexter's rhyrhm section consisted of Charles 'Dolo' Coker (p), George Morrow (b) and
Lawrence Marable (dr).
At leas t four of Dexter's original compositions were written for the play and later
recorded for the Blue Note Company. Whether or not there were actually more compositions by Dexter being perforrned in the play is uncertain.
I Want More.
l Want More is basically in 32-bar songform (AA') with an unusual 8-bar extension
of the firsr half, making A 24 bars and A' 16 bars. These additional 8 bars are a slight variation of the preceding 8 bars. This composition is a fine example of Dexter' s mature
compositional style, where the sequencing of the melody follows the harrnonie sequencing closely. Another special feature of thi s mature style is the prominent use of the
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higher extensions and alterations of the chords (11 ths, major 7ths, b5s, b9ths and #9ths)
in the melody line.
In the quintet recording with Freddie Hubbard the theme is played in unison
with Dexter doubling the trumpet an octave below. In the first 8 bars Dexter adds a secondary voice to the melody:
t.
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May 6, 1961/Blue Note session
May 9, 1961/Blue Note session
luly 9, 1964/live SteepleChase recording.

Soul Sister.
The tide of Soul Sister refers to one of the characters in the play, Sister Salvation,
and this tune is one of Dexter's rare gospel compositions. The theme is a gospel waltz
with trip pie feel and gospel changes. The theme is repeated, but this time over a slow
4/4-swing foundation, applying more or les s the same chord changes, but this time
'bluesyfied' .
Dexter recorded this tune several times. For the last recording in 1982 the gospel
atmosphere was further emphasiced by Shirley Scott's organ playing.
Recordings:

May 9, 1961/Blue Note session
luly 23 & August 20, 1964/live SteepleChase recordings
March 8, 1982/Elektra/Musician session.

Ernie' s Tune.
This tide also refers to one of the main characters of the play. Ernie 's Tune is a
wonderful ballad over a rich and changing harmonic background. The tune is in 32-bar
AABA-form with an eight bar interlude before the final BA and coda. The 1961
recording captures Dexter in a particularely lush mood. Dexter's use of the full range of
the instrument, his big warm sound and profound sence of melodical and rhythmical
phrasing, all is combined here in this unique example of Dexter's highly personal ballad
style. For a complete transcription of the two versions of Ernie's Tune, see p. 95.
Recordings:

May 9, 1961/Blue Note session
February 21-23, 1975/live SteepleChase recording.
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And Here I Am Still Waiting For You (aka Landslide).
When this tune was recorded on May 9, 1961 it was retitled Landslide, referring to
Texas tenorsaxophonist Harold Land. This composition shows all the characteristics of
Dexter's mature style as stated earlier. Noteworthy is the use of 'kicks' in the rhythm section (ms. 3-4 of the intro and 3-4 of the bridge) and the brilliant coda. This bridge seems
to me to be one of Dexter' s finest.
Recording:

May 9, 19611Blue Note session.

d. Breakthrough
The Blue Note sessions (1961-65)
When Dexter definitively emerged as a mature soloist with the Blue Note recordings this also became apparent in his com positions. Within these four years Dexter recorded the four tides from The Connection plus another 9 originals, often in quintet
format with an added trumpet, giving him the oppertunity to arrange for two horns.
Except for the two blues com positions all the tunes have original changes, and they are
all fine examples of the mature compositional style which has been laid down in a previous chapter.
May 6,1961.
For Regulars Only.
For Regulars Only in 32-bar songform is another fine example of Dexter's mature
style with the use of extensions and alterations of the chords (intro and the A-sections)
and the melodic sequencing of the bridge. The harmonic foundation of the A-sections is
somewhat similar to Jeepers Creepers, while the bridge is based on a long chromatic sequence (C7-B7-B b7-A7-Ab7). For solos is used a slight modification of the chords of the
theme:

Society Red.
The tide Society Red was an alias of Dexter's. The composition is a l2-bar minor
blues with two themes, the first being played over a funky rhythm and the second in 4/4
swmg.
After the trumpet solo Hubbard and Dexter plays the folIowing line for kicking
ofr Dexter' s solo:
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Dexter often played this blues in concerts, but only two recordings are known to
exist, the first being the classic quintet recording from 1961 with Freddie Hubbard on
trumpet. 25 years later when Dexter played the role of Dale Turner in Bertrand
Tavernier's Round Midnight and Freddie Hubbard was called upon to join Dexter on a
N ew York gig Society Red was chosen for that particular scene.
In the 'Ro und Midnight recording the above 4-bar line is used for kicking off the bass
and drum solos.
Other recordings:

August 5, 1967!live Storyville recording
August 20-21, 1985/Blue Note session
August 23, 1985 Blue Note session.

IWantMore.
(see previous chapter)
May 9. 1961.
Landslide.
Soul Sister.
Ernie' s Tune.
IWantMore.
(see previous chapter.)
August 27, 1962.
Cheese Cake.

Cheese Cake is based on original chord changes. The theme is in AABA-form with a
16-bar A-section and 8-bar bridge. Characteristica! is the 2-beat in the first 8 bars of A followed by a regular 4-beat in the last 8. The melody of the bridge is based on a chord sequence on a wholetone scale: C13 - Bb 13 - Ab 13 - G13. The coda is a simple double repetition of the last frase of the theme.
The intro (8 bars) is for bass solo:
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The solo changes are slightly simplifled compared to the changes of the theme:
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June 11, l 964/liveSteepleChase live session
June 29, 1967/live Blue Note recording
September 23, 1978/live Columbia session.

August 29, 1962.
Soy Califa.
Soy Califa (Spanish for nI am a Californiann) in AABA-form is one of Dexter's
modal compositions. The A-sections have a latin beat on the Bb-mixolydian mode, going
into 4/4 swing in the bridge over a cirde of fifths, the same kind of formal build up as
Gillespie's and Pozo's Night in Tunesia. A 14-bar interlude separates the theme from the
solos, and a 16-bar coda follows the recapitulation of the theme.
Other recordings:

August 5, l867/1ive Storyville recording.

McSplivens.
McSplivens, a l2-bar blues in Bb, was entitled after Dexter' s dog. The intro and
theme of McSplivens is based on the Bb-minor pentatonic scale:
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McSplivens is a masterpiece of composition, where Dexter combines the limited
tone material with a profound sence of rhythmic phrasing. This apparently simple blues
theme is a unique example of Dexter phrasing at its very best, where every note is being
placed exactly where it belongs and attacked just right.
Before returning to the final recapitulation of the theme, Dexter goes into two
stop choruses with a 4-bar theme fragment in even 8ths played staccato.
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Tune 2, 1964.
Kong Neptune (aka King Neptune).
Kong Neptune ("kong" being Danish for King) is in traditional AABA-form in the
key of Bb, going into Db in the bridge. Unlike usual practice, the A-sections are harmonic complex, while the bridge is harmonically stable in Db. In the final recapitulation of
the theme Dexter trades 4ths with the drummer for 16 bars, going into the theme in
the final BA, followed by the magnificant 14-bar coda.

June 25,

Other recording:

1964/live SteepleChase recording.

May 27-28, 1965.

Hanky Panky.
Hanky Panky, a 32-bar AABA-songform in Bb-minor with original changes, has a
march-like rhythmical foundation, much in the same fashion as Benny Golson' s Blues
March, recorded in 1958 with Blakey's Jazz Messengers.

Clubhouse.
Clubhouse is another 32-bar AABA-songform with original changes. The melody is
constructed in four bar phrases being sequenced through chromatic cirdes of fifths. This
harmonic structure, which is typical of Dexter, proves to be a beautiful vehide for improvisation.
For the final chorus Dexter and Hubbard exchanges fours with the drummer for
the first 16 bars, using the first 4 bars of the theme.
The intro is played by the rhythm section only:
(114ftO)
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Le Coiffeur.
Le Coiffeur in traditional songform (AABA with a 6-bar extention of the final Asection) has a beautiful melody with an easy going French pop-latin feeling to it. The
solo choruses are 32 bars without the 6-bar extention. Le Coiffeur (French for 'the hairdresser') was a slang expression among musicians for the drug dealer.
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e. The Copenhagen compositions

(1968-71)
These 4 tunes were all composed in Copenhagen between 1968 and 1971 and later
recorded for Prestige and SteepleChase, and they were among the few Dexter-compositions which were not made for specific recordings in mind. The two up tempo-tunes
were among Dexter's favoured originals for live sessions. The lovely ballad is unique in
Dexter's produetion, as is the delightful Tivoli waltz.
Montmartre.
Montmartre is entitled atter the famous jazzclub in Copenhagen, where Dexter had
his base of operations in the sixties and seventies.
The com position starts off with an S-bar drum solo. The theme is in traditional 32bar songform (AABA) with an additional 8-bar interlude before the solos. The melody is
unusually static for a Dexter composition, but with a beautiful rhythmical kick to it.
The melody of the interlude is centered around f, but with changing chords underneath
it, much in the same fashion as Dizzy's interlude to Night in Tunesia or Waller's bridge
to Ain 't Misbehavin '.
For the final drum chase the folIowing 4-bar motive is used in the A-sections, in the
bridge Dexter improvises his 4 bars.

@

-

Recordings:

-

-

.

April 2 & 4, 1969/Presrige session
August 1970/live Chiaroseuro recording
August 23-24, 1975/live SteepleChase recording.

Fried Bananas.
Fried Bananas is the original which Dexter recorded and played most frequently
during his career. The them e has a very strong melody-line which displays Dexter's
unique sense of phrasing and his total command of the full range of the tenor sax, the
range of the theme being almost two octaves. Fried Bananas is based on the chord
changes of van Heusen and Burke's It Could Happen To You with a magnificent 12-bar
coda by Dexter.
Recordings:

February 5, 1969llive Catfish recording
April 4, 1969/Prestige session
June 18, 1970/live Prestige recording
August 1970/live Chiaroseuro recording
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February 16, 1973/live GER recording
December 11-12, 1976/live Columbia recording
June 21-22, 1977/Columbia session
J uly 24, 1977/live Columbia recording
J une 19-20, 1982/live Elektra/Musicians recording

The Rainbow People.
This beautiful medium ballad is in regular 32-bar songform (AABA). The coda for
bass solo is also used as an intro. In the first two A-sections of the final chorus Dexter
would play a counter-melody to the theme being played by the pianist before returning
to the original theme for the final BA.
Recordings:

April 4, 1969/ Prestige session
August 1970/live Chiaroscuro recording.

Tivoli.
Tivoli is one of Dexter's rare waltz compositions and a tribute to Tivoli Garden in
Copenhagen. The two existing recordings of Tivoli gives no elue as to how Dexter
intended to end the tune, Palle Mikkelborg' s arrangement let Dexter ad lib on the
opening statement while the 'Round Midnight recording faded out in Cedar Walton's
piano solo.
Dexter's intended ending is revealed on an earlier recording of Tivoli from June 26,
1971 made by Swedish television. This early version, which is played at a considerably
slower tempo, also shows Dexter' s original conception of the tune, which was slightly altered in the last 12 bars by Mikkelborg.
Recordings:

February 21-23, 1975/SteepleChase-session
August 23, 1985/Blue Note session.

f. The Prestige compositions
(1969-72)
This gro up of originals consists of an uneven mix of some of Dexter's finest compositions with some uninspired and loose blues-heads. The three originals from The
Panther-album, The Panther, Valse Robin and Mrs. Miniver together with Evergreenish are
prime Dexter, as good as they come.
April 2 & 4. 1969.
Sticky Wicket.
Sticky Wicket is a 12-bar blues in Bb. There are slight differences in the phrasing of
the them e in the four known recordings by Dexter. For solos are used normal blues
changes.
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Other recordings:

February 5, 1969/live Catfish recording
July 1970/live J for Jazz recording
March 23, 1972/live Storyville recording
August 23, 1975/live SteepleChase recording
March 16, 1982/Elektra/Musician session.

Boston Bernie.
Boston Bernie is named after Bernie Moss, a photographer and Dexter fan from
Boston, and it is based on the chord changes of Jerome Kern's All The Things You Are.
The middle 8 bars are op en for solo on a latin beat in the rhythm group.
In the coda Dexter and the rhythm section fades out on Dizzy Gillespie's intro/coda to All The Things You Are.
Other recording:

May 4, 1969/live Prestige recording.

Montmartre.
Fried Bananas.
The Rainbow People.
(see previous chapter.)

Tulr 7, 1970.
The Panther.
When Bobby Seale and Masai Hewitt visited Copenhagen in 1969 Dexter was present at one of their meetings, and he later had a chance to meet the panthers at a private
party. Dexter also participated in beneficial concerts for the black revolutionary movement and the anti-Vietnam movement in Copenhagen on several occasions in the late
sixties. According to the Dexter biography, "More Than You Know" 54, The Panther was
a tribute to The Black Panther Party.
The Panther is based on a funky rhythmical foundation. The solo-bas s starts off, repeating a 2-bar phrase which accentuats the off beats. Mter 8 bars piano and drums enters:
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This funky foundation continues throughout the solos. The theme is built on a 12bar blues with two themes, the first being repeated.
The theme is slighdy altered in the 1975-recording, where ms. 5-8 of the second A
goes:
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June 18, 1970/live Prestige recording,
August 23-24, 1975/live SteepleChase recording,
May 16, 1978/live Blue Note recording.

Valse Robin.

Valse Robin is ane of Dexter's rare waltz-compositions and named after Robin
Gordon, Dexter' s daughter of his first marriage. It carries a beautiful melody line an
original chord changes with same unusual modulations (A: Bb - Ab - B - Ab, bridge: E G). Noteworthy is the effectful use af inserted chords in ms. 4, 8 and 15 af the theme,
which follows the melady chromatically into the fallowing chords. These inserted chords
are omitted in the solos, where the fallowing changes are used:
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Mrs. Miniver.
Mrs. Min iver, a 32-bar songform (AABA) is named aner ayoung British woman,
Hillary Miniver. It is played in a relaxed medium tempo with beautiful laid back phrasing by Dexter. His articulation of the theme over the stop rhythm i A contrast to the
bridge, where the the melody get wings over a 4-beat. Noteworthy is also the altered
chords in a wholetone sequence in the final two bars of the bridge where Dexter lets the
melody line hit down upon the alterations and higher extensions of the chords.
August 21, 1910,
Evergreenish.
Evergreenish in 32-bar songform (AA') has -as implied in the tide- an evergreenish
air to it, the chord progression being somewhat similar to the old standard, It could happen to you. The theme has a wonderful rhythmic stop time for the first 8 bars, going into
a straight 4/4 for the final 8. Before the recapitulation of the theme Dexter sends the
drummer Roy Brooks on an 8-bar chase with a litde sequenced motive.
In spite of the refined harmonic and melodic structure of Evergreenish, played beautifully by Dexter and the rhythm section, there is no indication that Dexter should ever
have played this composition live.
lune 22, 1972.
The Group,
The Group has an unusual ABA-form, The harmonic foundation of A is basicly a
repetition of a 4-bar progression (Gml-Cl-Fml-Bbl-Eml(bS)-Al-Dm), while the bridge
is based on One Note Samba-changes.
The solos are based on the folIowing chord scheme:
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lune 28, 1972.
Oh, Karen O.
Oh, Karen O is a slow 12-bar blues in F major without them e, and it is probably
named aner the Norwegian singer Karin Krog with whom Dexter recorded the LP Some
other spring - Blues and Ballads in 1970.
August Blues.
August Blues is a 12-bar blues in F with a loose theme, played slighdy different the
second time. Instead of recapitulating the theme at the end Dexter and Thad Jones improvises a duet with reminiscences of the melody line.
WhatitWas.
What it Was is a 12-bar blues in G over a funky rhythmical foundation.

g. The SteepleChase compositions
(1973-76)
The SteepleChase recordings produced 10 originals of genuine quality. No new
ground covered, the tunes are mainly based upon changes from known standards, other
jazz originals og blues changes.
September 8, 1974.
The Apartment.
The Apartment (the tide might refer to a jazz club in Chicago's South Side) is a
32-bar songform (AA') with original chord changes. The strong melody has all the genuine qualities of Dexter' s compositional style.
Candlelight Lady.
Candie light Lady is a 32-bar ballad composition (AABA) which is based on the chord
changes of two different standards. The A-section is basicly Vernon Duke's I Can 't Get
Started from 1935 with Dizzy Gillespie's chromatic alterations ofbars 3-4 (see example):
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The first bar has been altered to make a complete cirde of fifths for the rwo first
bars. Note also how the melody of Candielight Lady follows the melodic outline of
Vernon Duke's original melody.
For the bridge Dexter lended an ear to John Green's Body And Soul in John
Coltrane's version from 1%0 (see example below). (Dexter himself made use of
Coltrane's version of Body And Soul in his 1970 recording on The Panther-album.) Ms.
3-5 of the bridge are almost identical to Coltrane' s Body and Soul-bridge applying the
unique Giant Steps-changes:
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For a complete transcription of Candlelight Lady, see p. 97.
Antabus.
Antabus is a fast l2-bar minor blues in C which Dexter first played back in 1971 in
a concert date at the 'Arts Center' in Albany NY. Since this recording Dexter played
Antabus regularly in concerts. The melody possesses a dorian quality with the use of the
raised 6th, which -together with the special emphasis on the 9th of the chords- links back
to the early influence of Lester Young.
Orner recording:

May l3, 1978/1ive Blue Note recording.

FebruaJY 21-23, 1975.
The Gid with the Purpie Eyes.
The Gir! with the Purpie Eyes is in 32-bar songform (AABA) with original changes
and a tribute to Elizabeth Taylor with whom Dexter shared birthday. It is noteworthy
how the skipping melody line always hit down on the alterations of the chords.
Tivoli.
(see chapter e. The Copenhagen compositions.)
September 13, 1975.
Winther' s Calling.
Winther's Cal/ing, a fast l2-bar blues in D-minor, is a tribute to Nils Winther, the
founder and director of SteepleChase Records. The melody line is based on fourths (ms.
1-8), contrasted by the chromatic line of ms. 9-12, an unusual melodic structure compared to other blues heads from Dexter' s hand.
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September 14. 1975.
Benji' s Bounce.
Benji 's Bounce is named after Dexter' s Danish son Benjamin Gordon, Jr, who again
was named after Ben Webster.
The composition is mainly based on Thelonious Monk's Rhythm-A-Ning. In the recording of Rhythm-A-Ning three weeks prior ro this recording 55 Dexter played the entire
theme of Benji 's Bounce after having presented Monk's theme.
Monk's Rhythm-A-Ning is buildt on Rhythm-changes. In his improvisations on
Rhythm-A-Ning Monk would always at one time play a thematic sequence over a long cirde of fifths in the A-section. It is precisely this idea that Dexter implied in Benji 's
Bounce, where the harmonic progression goes: Bb7 - Eb 7 - Ab 7 - D b 7 - Gb 7 - B7 - Bb.
The theme of Benj's Bounce is composed in a Monk'ish fashion where the thematic
material in the A-section is limited ro one small motive (ms. 1-2), which is transposed
through the full cirde of fifths, and with the second motive (ms. 7) being applied to the
bridge. Notice how Dexter hits upon the alterations in the dominant chords of the
bridge (the b9 ths and b5ths).
For soloing Dexter made use of the normal Rhythm-changes.
In the recapitulation of the theme Dexter would often reverse the second half of
the motive in A:

(tlY'ti' 1''''W()

Catalonian Nights.
Catalonian Nights, a 32-bar composition in songform (AABA) upon a bossa novabeat, is named after the pianist of the session Tete Montoliu, who originated from
Catalonia in Spain. For intro the rhythm section plays a small headarranged theme.
Tune 15, 1976.
Nursery Blues.
Nursery Blues, probably written for Benji Gordon bom in 1975, has two themes.
The first which is played by Dexter and Niels-Henning Ørsted Pedersen in unison bears
a strong resemblance to the childrens song Twinkle, Twinkle Little Star. The second
theme is based on gospel changes, and this section is used for the solos. Except for the earlier Soul Sister this is Dexter' s only gospel-type composition.
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November 9, 1976.
Apple Jump.
Apple Jump is a 32-bar composition in songform (AABA) based on Rhythm-changes
(Christopher Columbus-version). Dexter varies the theme of A slighdy every time it occurs. The tide of course refers to Dexter's return to New York in 1976.
A la Modal.
A la Modal is a 32-bar com position in songform over a modal harmonical foundation which follows the oudine of Miles Davis' So What. For soloing is used the G-mixolydian mode in A, the bridge being transposed a half step up to the Ab_mixolydian
mode.

h. The last compositions
(1973-76)
The last 6 compositions are all -except for Fenja and Gotham City- loose heads
made for specific live sessions. Only Fenja and Dexter Leaps Out are in songform, all the
rest are blues heads. These last compositions do not rank among the finest of Dexter's
work.
Februar.y 16, 1973 -live at 'Ecole Normale Superieure', Paris.
Dexter Leaps Out.
Dexter Leaps Out is a composition in 32-bar songform (AABA) based on Rhythmchanges in analogy to Prez' Lester Leaps In. The melody bears all the typical Lester
Young characteristics, the emphasis on the 6th and 9th of the tonic in the A-sections,
and the riff-like counter-rhythm of the bridge with reminiscences of the Dexter Digs In
melody.
A small riff is used for chase theme in the A-sections:

a-1

Blues

a la Suisse.

Tulr 7, 1973 -live at 'Montreux Tazz Festival', France.

This simple 12-bar blues theme in F was apparendy made for the 1973 Montreux
concert where Dexter teamed up with his old friend Hampton Hawes.
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Tulr 20, 1973 - live at 'Tazzhus Montmartre', Copenhagen.
All Clean.
The tide of All elean, another 12-bar blues theme in F made from a 4-bar riff refers of course to Jackie McLean.
December 11-12, 1976 -live at 'Village Vanguard', New York City.
Fenja.
The melody of Fenja is based on the chord changes of George Bassman 's I' m
Getting Sentimental Over You, a 32-bar songform (AABA). The changes have been altered
slighdy at the beginning of the bridge, which originally said:
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Fenja is entided after Dexter's Danish wife Fenja Halberg, mother of Benjamin
Gordon, Jr.
Backstairs.
Backstairs, a 12-bar blues theme in Bb based on a 4-bar pentaronic riff, was to became one of Dexter's favourite up tempo blues vehicles during the last years. The tide
refers to the Village Vanguard where the live recording took place.
Other recording:

March 24, 1979!live Blue Note recording
May 5, 1981/live Storyville recording.

August Il. 1980 - Columbia session.
Gotham City.
The tide of Gotham City, another fast 12-bar pentatonic blues theme, is of course a
reference to New York City.
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6.
7.
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9.
10.
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13.
14.
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24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.
35.
36.
37.
38.
39.
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41.
42.

Charles Mingus presents Charles Mingus (America 30 AM 6082), recorded Ocrober 20 1960.
Monson 1996 and Berliner 1994.
Monson 1996, p. 92.
Reverend Jasper Williams, Uewel Records - LP 0006], this quotation is from Putschogl 1993,
p.249.
Doc Cheatham in Berliner 1994, p. 255.
Max Roach in Berliner 1994, p. 192.
Monson 1996, p. 83.
Monson 1996, p. 84.
This concert is available on the CD Anniversary [EmArCy 838769-2]
Gider 1966, p. 203.
Berg 1977, p. 13.
Mingus 1975, p. 57.
Bryant 1998, p. 142-43.
Interview with Ib Skovgaard in Malone 1996, p. 81.
on the LPs: Dexter Rides Again, Long Tal! Dexter and The Dial Sessions.
Dexter Gordon as Dale Turner in Bertrand Tavernier's film "Round Midnight". The quotation
at the bottom of this page (see note 20) indicates that this line is one of Dexter's own
contributions ro the film script ofTavernier.
Berg 1977, p. 13.
Girler 1987, p. 38.
Gioia 1992, p. 39.
Berg 1977, p. 42.
On Lester Young's personal formulas, read Gushee 1977 and Porter 1985.
Take one, recorded November 9, 1936.
The Savoy sessions, recorded January 29, 1946.
The Doorone session, recorded November 11-12, 1955.
Recorded June 7, 1944.
Berg 1977, p. 42.
Lester Leaps In take 2, recorded september 5, 1939 with Buck Clayton (tp), Dicky Wells (tb),
Lester Young (ts), Count Basie (p), Freddie Green (g), Walter Page (b) and Jo Jones (dr).
Dexter Gordon interviewed in Malone 1988.
Grime 1979, p. 180.
Berg 1977, p. 38.
ibid.
Britt 1989, p. 32-33.
Girler 1966 p. 215.
Britt 1989, p. 75-76.
These recordings are compiled in the box set, The Complete Blue Note Sixties Sessions
[CDP 7243 8 34200 2 5].
Britt 1989, p. 81
Dexter Gordon interview in Armstrong 1972, p.17.
Dexter Gordon interviewed in Malone 1988.
Herluf Kamp Larsen was the founder and owner of the legendary Jazzhouse Montmartre in St.
Regnegade, Copenhagen.
The Danish jazz afficionado and newspaper cartoonist, Klaus Albrectsen, about an incident in
Copenhagen back in the 1960's, from Malone 1996, p. 134.
Berg 1977. p. 42.
Gordon 1996, p. 15.
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43.
44.
45.
46.

47.
48.
49.
50.
51.
52.

53.
54.
55.

Interview with the author.
ibid.
Berliner 1994, p. 424-25.
Recorded live at Carnegie Hall on September 23, 1978, where Dexter teamed up with his fellow
European soul-tenor Johnny Griffin. The rhythm section was Dexter's own, George Cables (p),
Rufus Reid (b) and Eddie Gladden (dr). From Dexter Gordon Live at Carnegie Hall
[Columbia/Legacy CK 65312].
Dexter Gordon as Dale Turner in the movie 'Round Midnight interviewed in Malone 1988,
Dexter srated, "Actually I wrote that part of the script."
Britt 1989, p. 95.
Dexter Gordon nights at the Keystone vol. 3 (recorded March 14, 1979).
recorded May 2, 1945.
Gider 1966, p. 209.
Dexter's old friend Hampton Hawes described this style of ballad playing in the folIowing way:
"at vety slow tempos the beat has to swell: It's like raking a mouthful of good wine, swishing it
around, savoring it before you let it go down; the swallow is that beat finaIly dropping. "
(Hawes 1972, p. 34.)
Britt 1989, p. 80.
Malone 1996, p. 115.
ftom Swiss Nights vol. 3, recorded August 23-24, 1975.
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Discography
This selective discography lists all recording sessions and live-recordings of Dexter Gordon's
original compositions known up umil November 2003. The specific information on clates, personnel,
takes etc. are primarely based on Thorbjørn Sjøgren's discography from 1986.
Dexter Gordon All Stars:
NYC, October 30, 1945.
Dexter Gordon (ts), Sadik Hakim (p), Gene Ramey (b), Eddie Nicholson (dr).
Savoy SJL 2211, Masters Of]azz MJCD 128
Blow Mr. Dexter (tk.2)
Blow Mr. Dexter (tk.3)
Savoy SJL 2211, MG 12l30, SVY-17027, MJCD
Dexter's Deck
Savoy SJL 2211, MG 12130, SVY-17027, MJCD
Savoy SJL 2211, MG 12130, SVY-17027, MJCD
Dexter's Cuttin' Out
Dexter's Minor Mad
Savoy SJL 2211, MG 12130, SVY-17027, MJCD
Issues: Dexter Rides Again (MG 12130)
Long Tall Dexter (SJL 2211)
Settin' The Pace (SVY-17027)
Young Dex Vol. 2, 1944-46 (MJCD 128)

128
128
128
128

Dexter Gordon Ouintet:
NYC, January 29, 1946.
Dexter Gordon (ts), Leonard Hawkins (tp), Bud Powell (p), Curly RusselI (b), Max Roach (dr).
Savoy SJL 2211, SVY-17027, MJCD 128
Long Tall Dexter (tk.1)
Long TalJ Dexter (tk.2)
Savoy SJL 2211, MG 12130, SVY-17027, MJCD 128
Savoy SJL 2211, MG 12l30, SVY-17027, MJCD 128
Dexter Rides Again
Savoy 2211, SVY-17027
Dexter Digs In (tk.1)
Dexter Digs In (tk.2)
Savoy SJL 2211, MG 12130, SVY-17027, MJCD 128
Dexter Digs In (tk.3)
MJCD 128
Dexter Digs In (tk.4)
Savoy SVY-17027
Issues: Dexter Rides Again (MG 12130)
Long Tall Dexter (SJL 2211)
Settin ' The Pace (SVY-17027)
Young Dex Vol. 2, 1944-46 (MJCD 128)
Dexter Gordon Ouimet:
Hollywood, June 5, 1947.
Dexter Gordon (ts), Melba Lisron (tb), Charles Fox (p), Red Callender (b), Chuck Thompson (dr).
Mischievous Lady (tk.4)
Spot!ite(E) SPJ 130, SPJ-CD l30, MJCD 156
Mischievous Lady (tk.5)
Spot!ite(E) SPJ 133, SPJ-CD l30, MJCD 156
Issues: The Chase (SPJ 130)
Move (SPJ 133)
Dexter Gordon on Dial (SPJ-CD l30)
Young Dex Vol 3, 1946-47 (MJCD 156)
Dexter Gordon & Wardell Gray:
Hollywood, June 12, 1947.
Dexter Gordon (ts), Wardell Grayl)(ts), Jimmy Bunn (p), Red Callender (b), Chuck Thompson
(dr).
The Chase 1) (tk.3)
Spot!ite(E) SJP-CD 130, MJCD 156
1
The Chase ) (tk.4)
Spot!ite(E) SJP-CD 130, MJCD 156
Chromatic Aberration (tk.2)
Spot!ite(E) SJP-CD l30, MJCD 156
lridescence (aka Chromatic Aberration (tk.3) Spot!ite(E) SJP-CD 130, MJCD 156
Blues Bikini
Spot!ite(E) SJP-CD l30, MJCD 156
Issues: Dexter Gordon on Dial (SJP-CD 156)
Young Dex Vol. 3, 1946-47 (MJCD 156)
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Dexter Gordon Quimet:
Hollywood, December 4, 1947.
Dexter Gordon (ts), Teddy Edwards (rs), Jimmy Rowles (p), Red Callender (b), Roy Porter (dr).
Homin' In (tk.3)
Dial SPJ 130,204, 1028, SPJ-CD 130
Homin' In (tk.3)
Dial SPJ 130,204, 1028, SPJ-CD 130
The Duel (tk.4)
Dial SP} 130, 204, 1028, SPJ-CD 130
The Duel (tk.4)
Dial SPJ 130, 204, 1028, SP}-CD 130
Issues: The Chase (SPJ 130)
Dexter Gordon Quintet (204)
The Duel (1028)
Dexter Gordon on Dial (SP}-CD 130)

Dexter Gordon Quimet:
Dexter Gordon (rs), Leo Parker (bs), Tadd
Settin' The Pace (tk.3)
So Easy (tk.2)
So Easy (tk.3)
Dexter' s Riff (tk.l)
Dexter's Riff (tk.2)
Issues: Long Tall Dexter (SJL 2211)
Dexter Rides Again (MG 12130)
Settin' The Pace (SVY-17027)

NYC, December 11, 1947.
Dameron (p), Nelson Boyd (b), Art Blakey (dr).
Savoy S}L 2211, MG 12130, SVY-17027
Savoy SJL 2211
Savoy S}L 2211, MG 12130, SVY-17027
Savoy SJL 2211
Savoy SJL 2211, MG 12130, SVY-17027

Dexter Gordon And His Boys:
NYe, December 22, 1947.
Dexter Gordon (ts), Fats Navarro1)(tp), Tadd Dameron (p), Nelson Boyd (b), Art Mardigan (dr).
Dexter's Mood (tk.l)
Savoy SVY-17027
Dexter's Mood (tk.2)
Savoy SJL 2211, MG 12133, SVY-17027
Dextrose!) (tk.l)
Savoy SVY-17027
1
Dextrose ) (tk.2)
Savoy SJL 2211, MG 12133, SVY-17027
Index!) (tk.l)
Savoy SVY-17027
Index!) (tk.2)
Savoy SJL 2211, MG 12133, SVY-17027
Savoy SVY-17027
Dextivity!) (tk.l)
Dextivityl) (tk.2)
Savoy S}L 2211, MG 12133, SVY-17027
Issues: Long Tal! Dexter (SJL 2211)
Fats Navarro: Nostalgia (MG 12133)
Settin' The Pace (SVY-17027)
Wardell Gray:
'Pasadena Civic Auditorium', February 2, 1952.
Wardell Gray (rs), Dexter Gordon (rs), Come Candoli (tp), Bobby Tucker (p), Don Bagley (b),
Chico Hamilton (dr).
The Chase
Giams ofJazz CD 53064
Issue: Wardell Gray: The Chase
Dexter Gordon Quartet:
Hollywood, September 18, 1955.
Dexter Gordon (ts), Kenny Drew (p), Leroy Vinnegar (b), Lawrence Marable (dr).
BCP 36, BCP 6008, FSR-CD 154
Daddy Plays The Horn
N umber Four
BCP 36, BCP 6008, FSR-CD 154
Issues: Daddy Plays The Horn (BCP 36)
The Bethlehem Years (BCP 6008)
Dexter Gordon Plays (FSR-CD 154)
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LA, September 27-28, 1955.
Stan Leyy Sextet:
Dexter Gordon (ts), Conte Candoli (tp), Lou Levy (p), Leroy Vinnegar (b), Stan Levy (dr).
Stanley The Steamer
Bethlehem BCP 37, FSR-CD 154
Issues: Stan Levy: This Time The Drum 's On Me (BCP 37)
Dexter Gordon Plays (FSR-CD 154)
Dexter Gordon Ouintet/Ouartet:
LA, November 11-12, 1955.
Dexter Gordon (ts), Jimmy Robinsoni) (tp), Carl Perkins (p), Leroy Vinnegar (b), Chuck
Thompson (dr).
Doorone DLP 207
Silver Plated l)
Rhythm Mad l)
Doorone DLP 207
Bonna Rue l)
Dootone DLP 207
Doorone DLP 207
Blowin' for Dootsie
Issue: Dexter Blows Hot And Cool
Dexter Gordon Sextet:
LA, Occober 13, 1960.
Dexter Gordon (ts), Martin Banks l)(tp), Richard Boone I)(tb), Charles 'Dodo' Coker (p), Charles
Green (b), Lawrence Marable (dr).
Home Run!)
Jazzland JLP 29, JLPS 929, Riv(Eu)RM006
JazzlandJLP 29, JLPS 929, Riv(Eu)RM006
Jodi
Issues: The Resurgence of Dexter Gordon (JLP 29)
Resurgence (JLPS 929)
Pulsation (Riv RM006)
Dexter Gordon Ouintet:
NJ, May 6, 1961.
Dexter Gordon (es), Freddie Hubbard (tp), Horace Parlan (p), George Tucker (b), Al Harewood
(dr).
For Regulars Only
Blue Note BST 84077, 34200
For Regulars Only (alt.)
Blue Note 34200
Society Red
Blue Note BST 84077, 34200, 80685
I Want More
Blue Note B2 84077, 34200
Issues: Doin' Al/right (BST 84077, CD: B2 84077 )
The Classic Blue Note Recordings (80658)
The Complete Blue Note Sixties Sessions (34200)

Dexter Gordon Ouartet:
Dexter Gordon (es), Kenny Drew (p), Paul
Soul Sister
I Want More
Ernie's Tune
Landslide
~:
Dexter Calling (BST 84083)
Landslide (LT 1051)
Dexter Gordon (BN-LA 392-H2)

NJ, May 9, 1961.
Chambers (b), Philly Joe Jones (dr).
Blue Note BST 84083, 34200
Blue Note BST 84083, BN-LA 392-H2, 34200, 23514
Blue Note BST 84083,796579,34200,80685
Blue Note LT 1051, 34200

Ballads (796579)
jazz Profile (23514)
The Classic Blue Note Recordings (80658)
The Complete Blue Note Sixties Sessions (34200)
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Dexter Gordon Quartet:
NJ, August 27, 1962.
Dexter Gordon (rs), Sonny Clark (p), Burch Warren (b), Billy Higgins (dr).
Cheese Cake
Blue Note BST 84112, 34200, 80658
Issues: Go! (BST 84ll2)
The Classic Blue Note Recordings (80658)
The Complete Blue Note Sixties Sessiom (34200)

Dexter Gordon Qyartet:
NJ, August 29, 1962.
Dexter Gordon (ts), Sonny Clark (p), Butch Warren (b), Billy Higgins (dr).
Soy CaIifa
Blue Note BST 84133, BN-LA 393-H2, 34200, 80658
McSplivens
Blue Note BST 84133,34200,23514,80658
Issues: A Swingin' Affiir (BST 84133)
Dexter Gordon (BN-LA 393-H2)

Jazz Profile (23514)
The Classic Blue Note Recordings (80658)
The Complete Blue Note Sixties Sessions (34200)

Dexter Gordon Qyintet:
Paris, J une 2, 1964.
Dexter Gordon (ts), Kenny Drew (p), Niels-Henning Ørsted Pedersen (b), Art Taylor (dr).
Kong Neptune
Blue Note BST 84176, 34200
Issues: One Flight Up (BST 84176)
The Complete Blue Note Sixties Sessions (34200)

Dexter Gordon Quartet:
'Jazzhus Montmartre' Copenhagen, June Il, 1964.
Dexter Gordon (rs), Tete Montoliu (p), Niels-Henning Ørsted Pedersen (b), Alex Riel (dr).
Cheese Cake
SteepleChase SCC 6008
Issue:
Cheese Cake
Dexter Gordon Quartet:
'Jazzhus Montmartre' Copenhagen, June 25, 1964.
Dexter Gordon (ts), Tete Montoliu (p), Benny Nielsen (b), Alex Riel (dr).
King Neptune (aka Kong Neptune)
SteepleChase SCC 6012
~:

King Neptune

Dexter Gordon Quartet:
'Jazzhus Montmartre' Copenhagen, July 9, 1964.
Dexter Gordon (rs), Tete Montoliu (p), Niels Henning Ørsted Pedersen (b), Rune Carlsson (dr).
I Want More
SteepleChase SCC 6015
Issye: I Want More.
Dexter Gordon Qyartet:
'Jazzhus Montmartre' Copenhagen, July 23, 1964.
Dexter Gordon (rs), Tete Montoliu (p), Niels-Henning Ørsted Pedersen (b), Alex Riel (dr).
Soul Sister
SteepleChase SCC 6018
Issye:
Love For Sale
Dexter Gordon Quartet:
'Jazzhus Montmartre' Copenhagen, August 20, 1964.
Dexter Gordon (ts), Tete Montoliu (p), Niels-Henning Ørsted Pedersen (b), Alex Riel (dr).
Soul Sister
SteepleChase SCC 6028
Issue: Billie 's Bounce
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Dexter Gordon Quintet:
NJ, May 27, 1965.
Dexter Gordon (ts), Freddie Hubbard tp), Barry Harris (p), Bob Cranshaw (b), Billy Higgins (dr).
Hanky Panky
Blue Note LT 989, 34200, 80658
Clubhouse
Blue Note LT 989, 34200
Jodi
Blue Note LT 989, 34200
Issues: Clubhouse (LT 989)
The Classic Blue Note Recordings (80658)
The Compfete Blue Note Sixties Sessions (34200)

Dexter Gordon Quintet:
NJ, May 28, 1965.
Dexter Gordon (ts), Bobby Hutcherson (vi), Barry Harris (p), Bob Cranshaw (b), Billy Higgins (dr).
Le Coiffeur
Blue Note BST 84204
Issues: Gettin' Around (BST 84204)
The Complete Blue Note Sixties Sessions (34200)

Dexter Gordon - Booker Erwin Ouintet:
Munich, October 27, 1965.
Dexter Gordon (ts), Booker Erwin (ts), Jaki Byard (p), Reggie Workman (b), Alan Dawson (dr).
Setting the Pace
Prestige PR 7455
Dexter' s Deck
Prestige PR 7455
Issue: Settin' the Pace
Dexter Gordon Ouartet:
'Jazzhus Montmartre' Copenhagen, June 29, 1967.
Dexter Gordon (ts), Kenny Drew (p), Bo $tief (b), Art Taylor (dr).
Cheese Cake
Blue Note 7243 8 573 02 2 l
Issue:
The Squirrel
Dexter Gordon Ouartet:
Magleås Højskole, August 5, 1967.
Dexter Gordon (ts, Kenny Drew (p), Niels-Henning Ørsted Pedersen (b), Al 'Tootie' Heath (dr).
Soy CaIifas
Storyville 8356
Society Red
Storyville 8356
Issue: Jazz at Highschool
Dexter Gordon Ouartet:
'Paradiso' Amsterdam, February 5, 1969.
Dexter Gordon (ts), Cees Slinger (p), Jacques Schols (b), Han Bennink (dr).
Fried Bananas
Catfish(Du) 5C 188.24336/37, Fuel200 061292
Junior (aka Sticky Wicket)
Catfish(Du) 5C 188.24336/37, Fuel200 061292
Issues: Live at the Amsterdam Paradiso (5C 188.24 336/37)
Gur Man in Amsterdam (Fuel 200 061292)
Dexter Gordon Quartet/Ouintet:
NYC, April 2, 1969.
Dexter Gordon (ts), James Moodyl)(ts), Barry Harris (p), Buster Williams (b), Al 'Tootie' Heath
(dr).
Montmartre 1)
Prestige PR 7623, P 24087
Sticky Wicketl)
Prestige PR 7680, P 24087
Sticky Wicketl) (alt)
Prestige PR 11 003
NYC, April 4, 1969.
Stanley The Steamer
Prestige PR 7623, P 24087
The Rainbow People
Prestige PR 7623, P 24087
Boston Bernie
Prestige PR 7680, P 24087
Prestige PR 7680, P 24087
Fried Bananas
Issues: The Tower af Power (PR 7623)
More Power (PR 7680)
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Power (P 24087)
Blue Dex: Dexter Gordon Plays the Blues (PR 11003)

Dexter Gordon Q!lartet:
'The Famous Ballroom, Baltimore, May 4, 1969.
Dexter Gordon (ts), Bobby Timmons (p), Victor Gaskin (b), Percy Brice (dr).
Boston Bernie
Prestige 11 O18
Issue: XXL Live at the Left Bank
Dexter Gordon Ouartet:
'MontreuxJazz Festival', June 18, 1970.
Dexter Gordon (ts), Junior Mance (p), Martin Rivera (b), Oliver Jackson (dr).
Fried Bananas
Prestige P 7861
The Panther
Prestige PCD 7861-2
Issue: Dexter Gordon with Junior Mance at Montreux
Dexter Gordon Q!lartet:
NYe, July 7, 1970.
Dexter Gordon (ts), Tommy Flanagan (p), Larry Ridley (b), Alan Dawson (dr).
The Panther
Prestige PR 7829, PR 11003
Valse Robin
Prestige PR 7829
Mrs. Miniver
Prestige PR 7829
Iss!les: The Panther (PR 7829)
Blue Dex: Dexter Gordon Plays the Blues (PR 11003)
Gene Ammons & Dexter Gordon:
'North Park Hotel' Chicago, July 26, 1970.
Dexter Gordon (ts), Gene Ammons (ts), Jodie Christian (p), Rufus Reid (b), Wilbur Carnpbell (dr).
The Chase
Prestige PR 10010, CD 24166
Issue:
Gene Ammons & Dexter Gordon: The Chase
Dexter Gordon Ouartet:
Chicago, July 1970.
Dexter Gordon (ts), John Young (p), Rufus Reid (b), Wilbur Carnpbell (dr).
Long T all Dexter
J for Jazz JFJ 802
Sticky Wicket
J for Jazz JFJ 802
~:

Charlie Mingus / Dexter Gordon / Charlie Parker

Dexter Gordon Ouartet:
'Both/And' San Franscisco, prob. August 1970.
Dexter Gordon (ts), George Duke (p), Raphael Garrett (b), Oliver Johnson (dr).
Jive Fernando (aka Fried Bananas)
Chiaroscuro CR 2029, Bizarre Planet 610 1
Bon Macha (aka Montmartre)
CR 2029, Everest FS 360, Bizarre Planet 6101
The Rainbow People
Everest FS 360, Bizarre Planet 6101
Issues: Jive Fernando (CR 2029)
Gordon 's Gotham (FS 360)
Live at the BothlAnd San Framcisco (Bizarre Planet 6101)
Dexter Gordon O!lartet:
NYC, August 27, 1970.
Dexter Gordon (ts), Wynton Kelly (p), Sam Jones (b), Roy Brooks (dr).
Evergreenish
Prestige PR 10020
Issue:
The Jumpin' Blues
Hampton Hawes:
'Jazzhus Montmartre' Copenhagen, September 2, 1971.
Dexter Gordon (ts), Harnpton Hawes (p), Henry Franklin (b), Michael Carvin (dr).
Long Tall Dexter (real tide: Dexter's Deck) Arista-Freedom AF 1043
Issue:
Hampton Hawes: A Little Copenhagen Night Music
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Dexter Gordon Ouartet:
Flensborg, March 23, 1972.
Dexter Gordon (ts), Thomas Clausen (p), Bo Stief (b), Alex Rie! (dr).
Sticky Wicket
Storyville STCD 8288
Issue:
Dexter Gordon and Ben Webster: Tenor Titans
Dexter Gordon Ouimet:
NJ, June 22, 1972.
Dexter Gordon (ts), Freddie Hubbard (tp,flh), Cedar Walton (p), Buster Williams (b), Billy
Higgins (dr).
The Group
Prestige P 10069
Issue:
Generation
Dexter Gordon Ouimet:
NJ, June 28,1972.
Dexter Gordon (ts), Thad Jones (tp,flh), Hank Jones (p), Stanley Clarke (b), Louis Hayes (dr).
Prestige PR 10051, PR 11003
Oh, Karen O.
August Blues
Prestige P 10091
What It Was
Prestige P 10091
Issues: Ca 'purange (pR 10051)
Tangerine (P 10091)
Blue Dex: Dexter Gordon Plays the Blues (PR 11003)
'Ecole Normale Superieure' Paris, February 16, 1973.
Dexter Gordon - Sonny Grc;y:
Dexter Gordon (ts), Sonny Grey (tp), George Arvanitas (p), Jacki Samson (b), Charles Saudrais (dr).
Fried Bananas
Futura GER 41, Spodite 10
Dexter Leaps Out
Furura GER 41, Spodite 10
Issues: Parisian Concert (GER 41)
Dexter Gordon-Sonny Grey with the George Arvanitas Trio (Spodite 10)
Dexter Gordon Quartet:
'Momreux Jazz Festival', July 7, 1973.
Dexter Gordon (ts), Hampton Hawes (ep), Bob Cranshaw (elb), Kenny Clarke (dr).
Blues å la Suisse
Prestige P 10079
Issue:
Blues d la Suisse
Iackie McLe.n fearuring Dexter Gordon:
'Jazzhus Mommartre' CPH, July 20-21, 1973.
Jackie McLean (as), Dexter Gordon (ts), Kenny Drew (p), Niels-Henning Ørsted Pedersen (b),
Alex Rie! (dr).
SteepleChase SCS 1006
All Clean
SteepleChase SCS 1020, SCCD 37001/2
Dexter Digs In
Issues: The Meeting (SCS 1006)
The Source (SCS 1020)
Montmartre Summit 1973 (SCCD 3700112)
Dexter Gordon Quartet:
Copenhagen, September 8, 1974.
Dexter Gordon (ts), Kenny Drew (p), Niels-Henning Ørsted Pedersen (b), Al 'Tootie' Heath (dr).
The Apartrnent (tk.l&2)
Steeplechase SCCD 30010/17
The Apartment (tk.3)
SteepleChase SCS 1025, SCCD 30010117
SteepleChase SCCD 30010/17
Candlelight Lady (tk.l&2 )
Candlelight Lady (tk.3)
SteepleChase SCS 1025, SCCD 30010/17
Antabus (tk.l&5)
SteepleChase SCCD 30010117
Antabus (tk.4)
SteepleChase SCS 1025, SCCD 30010/17
Issues: The Apartment (SCS 1025)
The Complete Trio & Quartet Studio Recordings 1974-76 (S CCD 30010/17)
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Dexter Gordon and Orchestra:
Copenhagen, February 21-23, 1975.
Dexter Gordon (ts,ss), Danish Radio Big Band, Palle Mikkelborg (arr,cond).
SteepleChase SCS 1030
Ernie' s Tune
Tivoli
SteepleChase SCS 1030
March 27, 1975.
The Gir! With the Purpie Eyes
SteepleChase SCS 1030
Issue: More Than You Know.
Dexter Gordon Ouanet:
'Ziirich Jazz Festival', August 23, 1975.
Dexter Gordon (ts), Kenny Drew (p), Niels-Henning Ørsted Pedersen (b), Alex Riel (dr).
Montmartre
Steeplechase SCS 1090
Sticky Wicket
Steeplechase SCS 1090
The Panther
Steeplechase SCCD-31050
Steeplechase SCCD-31050
MontmartrefThe Theme
MontmartrefThe Theme
Steeplechase SCCD-31090
Issues: Swiss Nights vol1 (CD: SCCD-31050)
Swiss Nights vol2 (SCS 1090, CD: SCCD-31090)
Dexter Gordon Ouanet:
Copenhagen, September 13, 1975.
Dexter Gordon (es), Philip Catherine (gt), Niels-Henning Ørsted Pedersen (b), Billy Higgins (dr).
Winther's Calling (or Winther's Callin') SteepleChase SCS 1136, SCCD 30010f17
Issues: Something Dijferent (SCS1136)
The Complete Trio 6- Quartet Studio Recordingr 1974-76 (SCCD 30010/17)
Dexter Gordon Ouartet:
Copenhagen, September 14, 1975.
Dexter Gordon (ts), Tete Momoliu (p), Niels-Henning Ørsted Pedersen (b), Billy Higgins (dr).
Benji's Bounce
SteepleChase SCS 1060, SCCD 30010f17
Catalonian Nights
SteepleChase SCS 1060, SCCD 30010f17
Issues: Bouncing with Dex (SCS 1060)
The Complete Trio 6- Quartet Studio Recordingr 1974-76 (S CCD 30010117)
Dexter Gordon Trio:
Copenhagen, June 15, 1976.
Dexter Gordon (ts), Niels-Henning Ørsted Pedersen (b), Alex Riel (dr).
Nursery Blues (tk. 2)
SteepleChase SCCD 3001Of17
Nursery Blues (tk. 3)
SteepleChase SCS 1156, SCCD 30010117
Issues: Lullaby for a Monster (SCS 1156)
The Complete Trio 6- Quartet Studio Recordingr 1974-76 (SCCD 30010/17)
Dexter Gordon Ouartet:
NYC, November 9, 1976.
Dexter Gordon (ts), Barry Harris (p), Sam Jones (b), Al Foster (dr).
SteepleChase SCS 1080, SCCD 30010f17
Apple Jump
A la Modal
SteepleChase SCS 1080, SCCD 30010f17
Issues: Biting the Apple (SCS 1080)
The Complete Trio 6- Quartet Studio Recordingr 1974-76 (SCCD 30010f17)
Dexter Gordon Ouimet:
'Village Vanguard' NYC, December 11-12, 1976.
Dexter Gordon (ts), Woody Shaw (tp,flh), Ronnie Matthews (p), Stafford James (b), Louis Hayes
(dr).
Fenja
COL PG 34650, Tristar 35247
Backstairs
COL PG 34650, Tristar 35247
Fried Bananas
Tristar 35247
Issue: Homecoming (Col PG. 34650, CD: Tristar 35247)
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Dexter Gordon Orchstra:
NYC, June 21-22, 1977.
Dexter Gordon (ts), Woody Shaw, Benny Bailey (tp,flh), Slide Hampton (tb,arr), Wayne Andre
(tb), Frank Wess (as,fl,picc-fl), Howard Johnson (bs,tu), Bobby Hutcherson (vi), George Cables (p),
Rufus Reid (b), Victor Lewis (dr).
Fried Bananas
COL JC 34989
Issue:
Sophisticted Giant
Montreux Summit:
Montreux, July 24, 1977.
Dexter Gordon (ts), Woody Shaw (tp), Slide Hampton (tb), George Duke (p), Gordon Johnson (b),
Billy Brooks (dr).
Fried Bananas
COL JG 35005
Issue: Montreux Summit vol. 1
Dexter Gordon Ouartet:
NYC, May 3, 1978.
Dexter Gordon (ts), George Cables (p), Rufus Reid (b), Eddie Gladden (dr).
LTD (aka Long Tall Dexter)
COL JC 35608
Issue: Manhattan Symphonie
Dexter Gordon Ouartet:
'Keystone Korner' San Franscisco, May 13, 1978.
Dexter Gordon (ts), George Cables (p), Rufus Reid (b), Eddie Gladden (dr).
Antabus
Blue Note BABB 85112, CDP 7 94848 2
May 16 1978.
The Panther
Blue Note CDP 7 94849 2
March 24 1979.
Blue Note CDP 7 94848 2
Backstairs/LTD
Issues: Nights at the Keystone vol. 1 (BABB 85112, CDP 7 94848 2)
Nights at the Keystone vol. 2 (CDP 7 94849 2)
Dexter Gordon Ouartet & Iohnny Griffin:
'Carnegie Hall', September 23, 1978.
Dexter Gordon (ts), Johnny Griffin (ts), George Cables (p), Rufus Reid (b), Eddie Gladden (dr).
COL JC 35978, CK 65312
Cake (aka Cheese Cake)
NYC, January 26, 1979.
Dexter Gordon (ts), Woody Shaw (tp), Curtis Fuller (tb), Eddie Jefferson (vo), George Cables (p),
Rufus Reid (b), Eddie Gladden (dr).
Diggin' In (aka Dexter Digs In)
COL JC 35978
Issues: Great Encounters
35978)
Live at Carnegie Hall (CK 65312)
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Dexter Gordon Ouintet:
NYe, August 11, 1980.
Dexter Gordon (ts), George Benson (gt), Cedar Walton (p), Percy Heath (b), Art Blakey (dr).
Gotharn Ciry
COL JC 36853
Issue: Gotham City
Dexter Gordon Ouanet:
E.J.'s, Atlanta, Georgia, May 5, 1981.
Dexter Gordon (ts), Kirk Lightsey (p), Rufus Reid (b), Eddie Gladden (dr).
Backstairs
EJ. 603, Storyville 8363
Issues: Backstairs (EJ. 603)
Atlanta 1981 (Storyville 8363)
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Dexter Gordon Quartet:
Philadelphia & NYC, March 8 & 16, 1982.
Dexter Gordon (ts), Grover Washington (ss), Shirley Scott (org), Eddie Gladden (dr).
For Soul Sister (aka Soul Sister)
ElektralMusician El-60126
Sticky Wicket
Elektra/Musician El-60126
~:
American Classic
Dexter Gordon Quintet:
'Hollywood Bowl' LA, June 19-20, 1982.
Dexter Gordon (ts), Woody Shaw (tp), Kirk Lightsey (p), David Eubanks (b), Eddie Gladden (dr).
Fried Bananas
Elektra/Musician MUS 96.0298-1
~:
In Performance at the Playboy Jazz Festival
Dexter Gordon Group:
Paris, August 20-21, 1985.
Dexter Gordon (ts), Freddie Hubbard (tp), Cedar Walton (p), Ron Carter (b), Tony Williams (dr).
Society Red
Blue Note BN 7463972
Paris, August 23, 1985.
Dexter Gordon (ts), Wayne Shorter (ss), Palle Mikkelborg (tp). Herbie Hancock (p), Mads Vinding
(b), Ron Carter (b), Billy Higgins (dr).
Tivoli
Blue Note BN 7463972
The Other Side of Round Midnight
~:
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List of Dexter Gordon issues containg his own originals:
Hampton Hawes: A Little Copenhagen Night Music
American Classic
The Apartment
Atlanta 1981
Backstairs
Ballads
The Bethlehem Years
Billie' s Bounce
Biting the Apple
Blue Dex: Dexter Gordon Plays the Blues
Blues a la Suisse
Bouncin' with Dex
Ca'purange
Charlie Mingus/Dexter Gordon/Charlie Parker
The Chase
Wardell Gray: The Chase
Gene Ammons & Dexter Gordon: The Chase
Cheese Cake
The Classic Blue Note Recordings
Clubhouse
The Complete Blue Note Sixties Sessions
The Complete Trio & Quartet
Studio Recordings 1974-76
Daddy Plays the Horn
Dexter Blows Hot and Cool
Dexter Calling
Dexter Gordon
Dexter Gordon on Dial
Dexter Gordon Plays
Dexter Gordon Quintet
Dexter Gordon with Junior Mance at Montreux
Dexter Gordon-Sonny Grey
with the George Arvanitas Trio
Dexter Rides Again
Doin' Allright
The Duel
Generation
Gettin' Around
Gol
Gordon' s Gotham
Gotham City
Great Encounters
Happy Birthday
Homecoming
I Want More
In Performance at The Playboy Club
Jazz at Highschool
Jazz Profile
Jive Fernando

Arista-Freedom AF 1043
Elektra/Musician EI-60126
SteepleChase SCS 1025, SCCD 31025
Storyville 8363
E.J.603
Blue Note 796579
Bethlehem BCP 6008
SteepleChase SCS 6028, SCCD 36028
SteepleChase SCS 1080, SCCD 31080
Prestige 11 003
Prestige P 10079
SteepleChase SCS 1060, SCCD 31060
Prestige PR 10051
J for Jazz JFJ 802
Spotlite(E) SPJ 130
Giants of Jazz CD 53064
Prestige PR 10010
SteepleChase SCS 6008, SCCD 36008
Blue Note 80658
Blue Note LT 989, CD: B2 84445
Blue Note CDP 834200-2
Steeplechase 30010/17
Bethlehem BCP 36, CD Charly 57
Dootone DLP 207, CDBOP 006
Blue Note BST 84083, CD: B2 46544
Blue Note BN-LA 393-H2
Spotlite Jazz SPJ-CD 130
Fresh Sound FSR-CD 154
Dial 204
Prestige P 7861, PCD 7861-2
Spodite 10
Savoy MG 12130
Blue Note BST 84077, CD: B2 84077
Dial 1028
Prestige P 10069, 0lCCD 836-2
Blue Note BST 84204, CD: B2 46681
Blue Note BST 84112, CD: B2 46094
Everest FS 360
Columbia COL lC 36853
Columbia COL JC 35978
Sroryville 8365
Columbia PG 34650, Tristar 35247
SteepleChase SCS 6015, SCCD 36015
Elektra/Musician MUS 96.0298-1
Sroryville 8356
Blue Note 23514
Chiaroscuro CR 2029
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The Jumpin' Blues
King Neptune
L.T.D. Live at the Left Bank
Landslide
Live at Carnegie Hall
Live at The Amsterdam Paradiso
Live at the Both/And San Franscisco
Long TaII Dexter
Love for Sale
Lullaby for A Monster
Manhattan Symphonie
Jackie McLean: The Meeting
Montmartre Summit 1973
Montreux Summit
More Power
More Than You Know
Move
Nights at The Keystone vol. 1
Nights at The Keystone vol. 2
Fats Navarro: Nostalgia
One Flight Up
Our man in Amsterdam
The Other Side of Round Midnight
The Panther
Parisian Concert
Power
Pulsation
Resurgence
The Resurgence of Dexter Gordon
Jackie McLean: The Scource
Settin' the Pace
Dexter Gordon-Booker Erwin: Settin' the Pace
Something Different
Sophisticated Giant
The Squirrel
A Swingin' Affair
Swiss Nights vol. 1
Swiss Nights vol. 2
Tangerine
Ben Webster & Oexter Gordon: Tenor Titans
Stan Levy: This Time The Drums's on Me
The T ower of Power
Young Dex, vol. 2, 1944-46
Young Dex, vol. 3, 1946-47

Prestige PR 10020, OJCCD 899-2
SteepleChase SCS 6012, SCCO 36012
Prestige 11 O18
Blue Note LT 1050
Columbia CK 65312
Catfish(Ou) 5C 188.24 336/37
Bizarre Planet 6101
Savoy SJL 2211
SteepleChase SCS 6018, SCCD 36018
SteepleChase SCS 1156, SCCD 31156
Columbia COL JC 35608
SteepleChase SCS 1006, SCCD 31006
Steeplechase 3700112
Columbia COL JG 35005
Prestige PR 7680
SteepleChase SCS 1030, SCCD 31030
Spotlite SPJ 133
Blue Note BAAB 85112, CDP 7 94848 2
Blue Note COP 7 94849 2
Savoy MG 12133
Blue Note BST 84176, CD: B2 84176
Fuel200061292
Blue Note BN 7463972
Prestige PR 7829, OJCCO 770-2
Futura(F) GER 41
Prestige P 24087
Riverside RIV RM006
Prestige JLPS 929
Jazzland JLP 29
SteepleChase SCS 1020, SCCD 31020
Savoy SVY-1727
Prestige PR 7455, PCD 224123
SteepleChase SCS 1136, SCCD 31136
Columbia COL JC 34989
Blue Note 7243 8 573 02 2 1
Blue Note BST 84133, CD: B2 84133
SteepleChase SCS 1050, SCCD 31050
SteepleChase SCS 1090, SCCD 31090
Prestige P 10091
Storyville 8288
Bethlehem BCP 37
Prestige PR 7623
Masters of Jazz MJCO 128
Masters ofJazz MJCO 156
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Tide index.
A la Modal ....................... 33,34,37,41,64,75
Ain't Misbehavin' ...................................... 9, 56
All Clean .................................................. 65,74
All the Things You Are ............................ 36, 58
And Here I Am Still Waiting for You ..... 52, 90
Antabus ........................................ 41,62,74,76
Apartment, The ..................... 33,34,41,61,74
Apple Jump .................................. 34, 36, 64, 75
As Time Goes By ........................................... 40
August Blues ............................................ 61, 74
Backstairs ..................................... 41,65,75,76
Badenerie ....................................................... 24
Bean and the Boys.......................................... 42
Benji's Bounce........................ 34,36,37,63,75
Bloowing for Dootsie ........................... 9, 49, 70
Blow Mr. Dexter ................................ 28, 42, 68
Blowing the Blues Away................................. 13
Blues :i la Suisse ........................................ 64,74
Blues Bikini .................................. 28, 42, 46, 68
Blues March ............................................. 37, 55
Blues Up and Down .................................. 19-27
Body and Soul ....................... 20,32,36,49,62
Bon Macha (see Montmartre)
Bonna Rue .......................................... 28, 49, 70
Boston Bernie ................... 36, 41,58,72,73,87
Broadway ....................................................... 46
Cake (see Cheese Cake)
Candlelight Lady ........ 36, 37, 39, 61-62, 74, 97
Catalonian Nights ................... 32-34, 39, 63, 75
Chase, The ........... 13, 28, 30,41,45,68,69,73
Cheese Cake .......... 32-34, 41,53-54,71,72,76
Christopher Columbus .......... 28,29,42,45,64
Chromatic Aberration ............ 28,29,42,45,68
Clap Hands Here Comes Charlie .................... 8
Clubhouse ................... 34, 37-38, 41, 55, 72, 86
Coiffeur, Le ................................. 32,34, 55, 72
'Connection, The' .......................... 14, 32,50-52
D.B. Blues ...................................................... 46
Daddy Plays the Horn ............................ 48, 69
Dexter Digs In ............. 9,28,31,41,44,49,64
........................................................... 68, 74, 76
Dexter Leaps Out ........................ 33,36,64,74
Dexter Rides Again ............... 28, 30, 42, 44, 68
Dexter's Cutting Out .............................. 42,68
Dexter's Deck .................. 28,29,42,68,72,73

Dexter's Minor Mad .......................... 28,42,68
Dexter's Mood ................................... 28, 47, 65
Dexter' s Riff ...................................... 28, 46, 69
Dextivity...................................... 28, 30, 47, 69
Dextrose ............................................ 28, 47, 69
Diggin' In (see Dexter Digs In)
Duel, The ............................... 13, 28, 29, 46, 69
Entty of the Gladiators .................................. 25
Ernie's Tune ......... 14,33,41,51,53,70,75,95
Evergreenish ............................ 33-36, 57, 60, 73
Exacrly Like You ................................ 28,38,47
Fenja ...................................... 33, 36, 64, 65, 75
Fine and Dandy....................................... 28, 47
For Regulars Only ................. 33, 34, 37, 52, 70
For Soul Sister (see Soul Sister)
Fried Bananas .. 33, 34,36,41,56,58,72-77,85
Giant Steps............................................... 37,62
Girl With the Purple Eyes, The ... 33, 38, 52, 75
Gotham City ..................................... 64, 65, 76
Group, The .................................. 32,33,60,74
Hanky Panky .................... 33-35, 37, 41,55,72
High Society .................................................. 45
Home Run ............................................... 49, 70
Honeysuckle Rose .............................. 28, 30, 46
Hornin' In (see The Duel)
I Can't Get Statted .............................. 4, 36, 61
I Found a New Baby................................ 28, 42
I Got Rhythm .. 9,28,29,32, 36,42,44,46,48
.................................................................. 63-65
I Want More ... 14, 32, 33,41,50-51,53,70,71
Index .................................................. 28, 47, 69
Iridescence (see Chromatic Aberration)
It Could Happen to You .................... 36, 56, 60
I'm Getting Sentimental Over You .......... 36, 65
Jeepers Creepers ............................................. 52
Jive Fernando (see Fried Bananas)
Jodi ............................................. 49 ,70,72,92
Jumpin' at the Woodside ......................... 28, 49
Jumpin' Blues, The ........................................... 3
Junior (see Sticky Wicket)
Just a Gigolo .................................................. 32
King Neprune (see Kong Neprune)
Kong Neprune ....................... 33,34,41,55,71
Landslide ............. 14, 33, 34, 39,41,52,53,70
Lester Leaps In .......................... 9-11, 20, 26, 64
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Name Index
Lonesome Lover Blues ................................... 43
Long Tall Dexter ....... 28,29,41,43,68,73,76
Love for Sale .................................................. 34
LTD (see Long Tall Dexter)
Manteca ......................................................... 34
McSplivens ............................. 33,34,36, 54, 71
Mischievous Lady ........................ 28, 42, 44, 68
Moncmame .... 33-35, 41,56,58,72,73,75,89
Mrs. Miniver ..................... 33-35, 39, 57, 60, 73
Night in Tunesia ................................ 34, 54, 56
Now's the Time ............................................. 43
N umber Four. .................................... 28, 48, 69
Nursecy Blues ............................... 32, 34, 63, 75
Oh, Karen O ............................................ 61,74
Oh, Lady Be Good ............................ 28, 42, 46
an Green Dolphin Street.. ............................ 34
ane Note Samba ........................................... 60
Pancher, The .. 33, 34, 41, 57, 58, 73, 75, 76, 88
Porkchops ................................................ 12, 13
Rainbow People, The. 33, 34, 41, 57, 58,72,73
Rhychm Mad ......................... 28,30,37,49,70
Rhythm-A-Ning ...................................... 37, 63
Riff Interlude ................................................. 23
Rose Room .............................................. 28, 47
Settin' the Pace ............................. 28, 46, 69, 72
Shoeshine Boy ............................................ 9, 44
Silver Plated ................................. 28, 31, 48, 70
So Easy..................................................... 46, 69
So What ............................................. 36, 37, 64
Sociery Red ...................... .41, 52-53, 70, 72, 77
Soul Sister ...... 14, 34, 41, 51, 53, 63, 70,71,77
Soy Califa ................... 32-34, 36, 41, 54, 71, 72
Stanley the Steamer ............... 33, 41,48, 70, 72
Stella by Starlighr.. ........................................... 4
Sticky Wicket ................... 34, 41, 57,72-75,77
Thou Swell ..................................................... 21
Tivoli.................... 32,34,41,56,57,62,75,77
Twinkle, Twinkle Little Star .......................... 63
Valse Robin ...................... 32,34, 37, 57, 59, 73
Well, You Needn·t ......................................... 44
What It Was ...................................... 34, 61, 74
What Love ....................................................... l
Winther' s Calling ............................... 33, 62, 75

Albrectsen, Klaus ...................................... 16,66
Ammons, Gene .................................. 13, 45, 73
Andre, Wayne ................................................ 76
Armstrong, Louis ......................................... 2, 9
Arvanitas, George ........................................... 74
Bach, J.S ......................................................... 24
Bagley, Don ................................................... 69
Bailey, Benny ................................................. 76
Banks, Martin ................................................. 70
Barron, Kenny .................................................. 4
Basie, Counc............................ 7,8,9-11,28,66
Bassman, George ............................................ 65
Bennink, Han ................................................. 72
Benson, George .............................................. 76
Berliner, Paul F............................................ l, 2
Bigard, Barney ................................................. 6
Black Pancher Party, The ............................... 58
Blakey, Art ......................................... 55,69,76
Boone, Richard .............................................. 76
Boyd, Nelson ................................................. 69
Brice, Percy .................................................... 73
Brooks, Billy................................................... 76
Brooks, Roy ............................................. 60, 73
Brown, Sam...................................................... 7
Bunn, Jimmy .................................................. 68
Burke, Johnny ................................................ 56
Byard, J aki ..................................................... 72
Byas, Don ...................................................... 13
Cables, George .................... 4, 15-17,40,67,76
Callender, Red ......................................... 68, 69
Campbell, Wilbur .......................................... 73
Candoli, Conce ........................................ 69,70
Carlsson, Rune ............................................... 71
Carter, Betty .................................................. 17
Carter, Ron .................................................... 77
Carvin, MichaeL ............................................ 73
Catherine, Philip ............................................ 75
Chambers, Paul.. ............................................ 70
Cheatman, Doc ......................................... 2, 66
Christian, Jodie .............................................. 73
Clark, Sonny ...................................... 16,17,71
Clarke, Kenny ................................................ 74
Clarke, Stanley............................................... 74
Clausen, Thomas ........................................... 74
Claycon, Buck ................................................ 66
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Co b b, Arnett.................................................. 13
Coker, Charles 'Dodo' ....................... 14, 50, 70
Collette, Buddy ........................................... 6, 7
Coltrane, John .......................................... 37,62
Cranshaw, Bob ......................................... 72, 74
Dameron, Tadd ....................................... 47,69
Danish Radio Big Band ................................. 75
Davis, Miles ......................................... 2, 37, 64
Dawson, Alan ........................................... 72, 73
Debussy, Claude .............................................. 8
Dolphy, Eric ............................................ 1,2,6
Drew, Kenny ............................ .4, 69-72, 74, 75
Duke, George .......................................... 73, 76
Duke, Vernon ................................................ 61
Eckstine, Billy ...................................... 7, 13, 43
Edwards, Teddy ................................ 13, 46, 69
Ellington, Duke ................................... 8,32,38
Erwin, Booker .......................................... 46, 72
Eubanks, David ........................................ 17, 77
Evans, Herschel ................................................ 8
Flanagan, Tommy ......................................... 73
Foster, Al ....................................................... 75
Fox, Charles ................................................... 68
Franklin, Henry ............................................. 73
Fw;ik, Julius ................................................... 25
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Fried Bananas, Dexter' s best known original composition from 1969, based on It
Could Happen To You-changes and with an extended coda.
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Clubhouse dates from Dexter's last Blue Note session in 1965. a songform
composition with original changes.
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Boston Bernie from 1969 is based on All The Things You Are-changes and
named atter Bernie Moss, a Dexter fan from Boston.
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for the rhythm section clates
The Panther with the intricate pattern to The Black Panther Party.

ute
to 1970. This composition is a trib

back
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Montmartre is named aner ]azzhouse Montmartre in Copenhagen and dates
back to 1968.
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And Here I Am Still Wating For You was composed for 'The Connection' in
1959, and when tater recorded for the Blue Note Company in 1961 it was
retirled Landslide.
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